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CH TERI 
THE PROBLEM AND SOURCE OF INFORUATION 
Introduction: General shop is becoming more and more a part of the thinking 
of progressive educational leaders, especially of thos~ interasted in the 
instruction of the various types of industrial arts~ Because ot the flex-
ibility and the varied qualities of the general shop, it has been recognized 
as one of the ost suitable methods of instruction in the junior high school 
program. In recent years teachers., administrators and educational leaders 
have been looking to the general shop program for the solution of many or 
. the educational. problems relati e to industrial arts. 
Objectives of general shop re to provide exploratory experiences for 
the pupils, to create new avocational interests and to develop proper 
attitudes, habits and appreciations . The general. shop is also considered 
valuable because it opens a natural edium. for guidance, both educationally 
and vocationally. 
! statement 2! ~ Problem.: The scope of this problem is the summ.ari-
~ation of all articles pertaining to the general shop as reported in the 
Industrial. Arts and Vocational ~ucation magazine., from 192.3 to 1951 .. 
Purpose of the Problem: The purpose of this problem is to condense the 
articles concerning the subject of general shop as found in Industrial 
~ and Vocational Education; so the reader may conveniently survey the 
origin, aims, content, methods and trends of the general shop . 
Reason for Study: The reason for this study is twofold: 





To organize the original nri tings so rei' erences to th an could be made 
more eonvenientl.y in ease the reader is interested in making a more detailed 
stucy of the subject. 
Limitations of~ stud)!. With the exception 0£ some historic.al references, 
this st,u.dy has been confined to the magazine lndust.riaJ. Arts ill'!.'! Vocational 
Education. Onl.Jr articles pertaining to any phase of general shop work have 
been included. There is repetition of infor.ma.tion on som.e aspects of gen-
eral shop, and on other aspects there is little reported. Those areas which 
were lacking in detailed information h~ve no'!; in any way been supplam.ented 
by the writ.er. 
_/ 
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CHl,FTE.rt II 
HISTORY OF .t.Wm JU. TRAINING 
Ancient History. Since the beginning of ti.m.e .GEc.."1 has had a struggle to 
preserve h.i..s life. This was no snall task in the case of the prehistoric 
m.an, for his duties were to provide food and shelter for his ta.ni.J..y and 
protection f':rorn the beasts and ene.:riy. For 1n.a.ny centuries progress was 
slow, the implements crude, and the methods few. As the centuries rolled 
on the search for methods of ma.king the burden lighter continued. Little 
progress was made and the methods of work changed almost fotperceptibly. 
Occasionally providence intervened9 l1ith the accidental discovery of fire 
new avenues were opened. More l"!JE',ter:tals could now be used and new weapons 
made. With better ini.plements with nhich to farm the land new and improved 
methods could be practiced. With the discovery of fire came the dawn of 
progress and with the discovery of n1etals and methods of working them. a 
new era was born. 
This information was passed on to future generations from father to 
son. To the son of this early age, education did not simply mean the learn-
ing of a single skill; his responsibilities were those of a farmer, black-
smith, warrior and peacema.kex·. All the responsibilities of the household 
were passed to his shoulders, and he had to learn all the processes which 
would help him to carry on these duties. 
All through the a.ges the problem of how to make a livlihood has been 
of prime im.port,ance. This problem is one which has intrigued almost all of 
·the comm.on people, and therefore one which has alwqs received consideration 
of the educa:l:.ional leaders. Long before ths ilational Education Association 
formulated the seven cardinal principles, these principles were the guiding 
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post a.round which the educational leaders built their philosophies. lfach 
credit is due to the early educational philosophers who were so keenly 
interested in the welf a:re of r.i.anld.nd. Because of them. we today enjoy a 
well founded, well rounded and well organized educational prograr.1,, with 
clearly defined objectives including eJ.1 people and all races. 
Writers re.fer to manual ru"'tfi a.s far back as the renaissance, !:mt 
documentary evidence of practical and useful education dates back almost 
4,000 years. Stone tablets excavated at Ur of Chaldea revealed laws under 
which young people learned 11 how to do things. 11 A great deal of what we 
now term the culture of the past grevl out of the efforts of those skilled 
with their hands. King Solem.on' s te1:1ple was beautified and adorned by one 
who was regarded as the most skilled and accomplished artist o.f that time. 
In the Jewish home, religion was an important duty and an important 
part of education. h,tren though the iJcaish boys were expected to spend 
much time in the study of the law, an equal artiount of t:Lme was spent in 
the learning of some trade. This education took place in the home. 
In the ear·ly days of the Greeks, vocational education wa.s not con-
sidered so important. 1'hose who had to .make their living by doing .manual 
labor were looked down upon and were considered of little u.se to the State. 
Manual labor i'l'&S considered a.'1 evil in that it destroyed the health and 
left no time to serve the State. 
In the year 638 B. C., the Egyptian country was barren and unf:ruitf'ul. 
'I'he country people found it difficult to make a living a..'ld so the:N~ 
developed a .m.ovemen'I:, of people from the cou..r1try to the cities. Of necessity 
they :fo1.md it iL'\oerati·ve to learn a trad,a. This movem.ent resulted in 
individualized trades. 
One of the very first writers of this early age was More, and his .main. 
. _/ 
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writing was known as Mora's Utogi§:. I!l his writings he recommended that 
agriculture be taught in schools. Rabelais' V~opia reeomm.en.ded that various 
~ypes of arts., wood carving., recreation and exercises be taught the people. 
ln Campannella.•·s Ci~ of lli Sun he v1rote of a city 1F1hich wa.s divlded by 
seven waJ.la. Each wall pictured var.i..ous types of instructio.n., and one whole 
wall was given to instruction of" arts a.11.d industey .. 
~hese early thinkers desired a more effieie3t organization of soeiety 
through the construction of the com.inonwealth. '.rhe trend of the curriculum 
was toward manual arts. In More's writings, he is the first to suggest 
the combination of industrial education with t,he co.rrlrlon school. Rabelais 
desired industrial etluca.tion to satisfy the desires and interests of his 
pupils and to give them a knowledge of their surrom1dings.,. letting them 
taste of some of the rich variety of hu..rn.an experiences. 
European History. In 1517, i.la.rtin Lather., nn Augustinian friar ta.aching --, 
philosophy a.t th.e university of \~ittenberg, criticized certain pl .. aetices 
of the Church.. Later he defied its au.thority and was e.xcommwucated and 
made a. prisoner. This marked the beginning or that historical period known . · 
as the Ref'ormation. 
At one time these European peopie were known for the purity of their 
family lite and the free, digni.f'ied. spirit of their individualism. For 
centuries, however, the Teutonic races were subjected to domination of 
Christian .institu.tiona.lism. Under the stimulus of the 1ien8issance humanism. 
they ha.cl been r,ayitalized. 'these elements of physical vigor., IWntal al.et't-
n:ess., moral zeal. and free individualism imparted new power and direction to 
the lives of the northern peoples. 
Luther was recognized as an educational leader as well as a religious 'z. 
re.form.er. It was his firm belief that it was the duty of the State., Church 
. _/ 
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and home to acco.m.plish the task of edu.ca.ting the youth of the lm1.d. The -
curriclllu.m. consisted. of' moral, social, civic, vocational and do1i".estic 
training. 
Luther v-1as also a firm beliff'.rer in vocational t:..",lining. __ He insisted 
tfoxt ever-;: boy and girl should learn the practical arts of trade and home. 
Theae subjects r,rere not advocated as paz·t of the school curriculum.. 0 li.'Iy 
idea,, If he said., 11is that boys should spend an houx or two a d3,1r in school., 
and the rest of the tir.:ie work at home;; learn some trade and do what.ever is 
desired .. 11 (13, page 290) ~ 
Luther bel.icved that education 01.1ght to be for evaryone. One of the i 
principles set fo-rth is th.~t:; sir1ce :Ln.p:ressions are the basis of thought ; 
-, 
and consequently of k:nowledge., the second principle was learning by doin!:,} 
fhe early Christian moaks also did mu.eh to pronote the knowledge and 
learning of skills. For nearly fa-ro centuries each monastery was organized. 
under its own system or :rules, \1hieh varied widely; but in 523- the organiza-
tion of community monasticism. became definite and. uniform with the formula-
tion of the rules of .Benedict. Benedict founded the monastery of Monte 
Cassino in Southern Italy and drew up a code of seventy-three articles which 
covered in detail the organization and administration of the monastery. 
Benedict.ine was the founder of the Benedictine Order. Some of' the 
arts developed by Benedictine were reading, printing and book-making. Later 
these monks became teachers or hu.st>andr;r, art and literature. As the 
Benedictine Order grew, aeed for more buildings vms .realized. This problem 
was solved by th.e monks., for they did the building themselves.. "Throu_gh the 
monasteries Europe acquired industrial skills and a concept of the true 
tll.grJ.ty of ma,"l.ual labor. 11 (13, page 174) .. 




leader known as Pestal.ozzi came to the front. This edt!eational leader had 
a keen sense of what should be taught in the cor,1;::::i.on schools, h,aving taken 
th.e teachings of Rousseau. He conducted oeveral e~crimental schools. The 
objectives o:t these schools were a. social reform.. It was his purpose 'i;o 
pat a..'l end to the source of cise1-y. A note of his philosophy is sounded 
in the following stateraent: u1 lived like o. beggar in. order to learn how 
to make beggars 1i ve like men." (u., ____ page 468) • 
A !'!et'J era in the history of manual labor opened with the publication 
of Rousseau.' s Emile in 1762. In t.bis book he told the sto:cy- of' how he 1iiiould 
educate the boy Emile and why. lie believed in individual freedom and 
expression. 
Froebel was an outstanding ed.ucationaJ. lead.er of th.:; nii'lateenth cenl,ury. 
Re received llttle formtl edueational. training. At the age of seven.teen he 
visited his brother who was studying medicine at the University ot Jena. 
Here he was greatly impressed m.th th0 intellectual. activity which centered 
a.bout the institution and the new interest that was a.wakened in him at this 
ti.m.e remained with him throughout the remainder of his life.. At the age of 
twenty-fou:r, after a careful study of the works of Rousseau, Ba.sedow and 
Pestalozzi, Froebel opened an e.xperimental school., 
Proebel advane-ed a theory of self activity. His ideas of education 
were much the same as those of Festalozzi. Froebel qualitied. himself to 
carr,- on this work. One of his most important works was his book known as 
!!!! Education o:r .wan. He was al.so credited with the beginning o:f kinder-
ganen. Froebel's definition of education ivouJ.d fit well the definition of 
edueat.ion today. Beeause of financial and political obstacles he was able 
to earry out only a few of his plans. However• his philosophies were sound 




well known ror his theory of Gifts and Oceupations. 
Jtrom almost the beginning of time one of the methods t1sed it1 the 
teaching and promoting of the skills a.nd knowledge of the varlous crafts 
was accomplished tht"ough the nethod of apprenticeship teaching.. The 
apprenticeship method of transferring knowledge and skills cen be traeed 
back to eru:·liest eiviliza.tion. Fat~,ero tcught sons and mothers instructed 
dau..~ht.ers P and the elders of the tribes trained eager youth in arts and 
.crafts. Greek and Ro.man histoey reveal that apprenticeship was a. s,1stem 
,practiced widely even thro11gh the dark ages. Apprenticeship teaching 
represented one of the only systematic methods of teaching. Du::dng the 
Renaissance p-eriod this nethod became a highly systematized and organized 
institution. The guilds were an outgrowth of t.he apprenticeship system. 
Toward the end of the middle ages there developed, largely as a 
l_,; result of the Crusades, an inerea.se in trade and commerce., This was :uso 
partly du.e to the growth of free cities and a new social class .. 
The Guild system. was composed of the craftsmen of the citizens,. and. 
their objective was to promote the standards of their crafts. There were 
two distinct, guild systems known as- the merchant guilds and t.he crafts 
guilds. The merchant guilds flourished during the tt,,,.eltth to the fourteenth. 
centuries. 
The only ea.re!ully organized e®eation in the guild system was 
. vocational training. The members 0£ the guilds were divided into three 
classes: master, journeyman and apprentice. The apprentice worked ror 
food, e1othinit and shelter., while the master was to give the apprentice 
instruction in reading., writing., religion., and .morals, as well as to teaeh 
him a sldll. The apprentice training usuall.v lasted from five to seven 
years. The journeyman, unlike the apprentice, was free to work for the 
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various cra!ts.cJ.en and he received wag-es for his work. '!he JP.aster craftsman 
was the only one antitl1.:~d to own a shop, buy ra't"J 1aa:!:,erial and sell rnanu-
f actured goods. This m.ethod of training continued to exist until the 
industrial age ga'lre grov~th to new demands for education. 
Shortlir befoi:e the industrial age came into 'beit1.t~ the teaching of 
apprentices was so abused t.hc:.t Louis XVI passed a. law doing away i'iith 
apprenticeships. As this :refor·mation took place rather suddenly and there 
wer·e no other organizations to take its place., nuch dan1.::1ge resulted to 
hoth the apprentice class and in.dust:ry. This period was soon followed by 
the development t>f nachinery a."td factories, so a ne,1 syste.t1. of education 
1m.:1.B needed to take the place of apprenticeship. 
The influence of these educational changes in Europe were soon felt 
I 
among the ranlcs of the I\merican education leaders and before long found 
:its v1ay into the Arn.erican schools. 
American History;. Up to the opening years of the fifteenth cent,m·y, war's 
and pilgrimages were practically the only influences rvh.ich led people trom 
one countl'.'Y to another. 
About this time man discovered himself a11d the world about him. r:ith 
the inc1'ea.sed travel c&,me the irnp:t'o,.rnmerrt of the r.:J.iserable roads end bridges. 
One fi.ndB mentioned iu ,ill the early chronicles the expansion of the market 
and the rise oi' the era.ft guilds. 
With the ea1"l:'ir traders sent out, by the Spanish Crown ca.r1e a number 
of Jesuits and francim::ans. 'I'hese nissionarics settled ::i.n l"lorida and 
Llexi.co. In documents written by these early m:Lssio11artes and sdt.1.Cational 
leaders it was mentioned that there were schools for all the trades. 
seeond of people to mok(3 an. impression on the America..'1. 
) 
educat,ion system. was a g:roup of :..:.oravian Iilissionaries. 1i'hsse people 
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pressed their 1llay into the vdlde1:>ness of i-Jo:rth America a.qd founded a school 
at, Bethlehem., Pennsylvania, ,nhic:h nor1 appGars to h,:,ve been .?. manual labor 
school. 
With t,he peace of P ar:is began a series of persecntions ·which brought 
about; the e.,v..odus, secretly and in small nurlbers, o:f numerous bands of 
Huguenot.s. Being E.1.1.ch a,Jtu"'e of th(;z quoliti,3s of thsse ex:d.grants as settlers, 
the English gove:i::-nuent prov-lded transportation to Arn.erica for a colony 
which., umler the lea.dership of a popular preacher, gathered at P 1y.mouth. 
In April., 1764~ the e;r:.ig:ra,.'1ts reached Gha.rL,ston, South Cnrolina, where 
a.fter a short:. tim.e they recei1red perr,isslon to settlt~ at E1lew Bordeat1. 
Later on there drifted to the Colony the accoraplished and eccentric Jean 
De La howe. In 1'/96 ha provided f 01~ the disposition of his fortune and as 
a part of thi;21 t'lill hf:: nads plans fo:r.' t.he fom1c',ing and continuation of a. 
manual labor school. Out of these humble beginnings car.1e the 'Variou.s t;ypes 
of schools we have today. 
Mari,y of the early educational principles put into practice were ideas 
bro11ght directly from European Countries. Ona of the first methods adapted 
extensively in America was the Apprentice system. In 1642 the Massachusetts 
Bay Colony passed a. comprehensive apprenticeship law because there had been 
great :neglect in the training of ain:;rentices.. Under this law parents and 
masters were obliged to train the youth in religion and capital laws and 
labor. 
As early as 1674 the Genernl Court of Massachusetts ordered that every 
town of f'ifty householders should appoint one within their number a.s a 
school teacher.. Under this lav1 m.my towns established free schools. 
One of the earliest Arnerican education.al leaders was 'l'horn.as Budd., who 
came to ]ew tTersey fror:1 England in 1683. He proposed a scheme whereby ~ery 
child, rich or poor, could learn the art, mystery or trade that he or she 
11 
de1igh:t,ad. in. The lndi.ans ,s1-cnd their chilch·en 1;;ere included in his plan. 
and I,Jew Je1•s0y in .Ame:rica,. It was believed this r;rttin:1 had some influenoe 
t - -- ""'°'-. -· - ......................... ~ 
in the establi.sh:lng of the free. schools. 
e of education wae intro-
carpentry. 'l'he mo.mw.1 labor mover1ent which sta:rted .:torty 
years lat,'9r was believed to htJ,re found its beginc1.ing as a remut of this 
Coll.ege and work U; off'\':1.red. A staten1ec1t published by the College read 
as follows: 11We proh:lbit play in the strongest te1"ms, the 13mployment, 
therefore, which t11e have chosen for the r,;icreation of the stu.dents ~U'.'e such 
as are of greatest public utility.n (3, page 92). 
The four.,ding or the neneraJ. SocietJr of Hechanics and T:i'."adesnen or the 
City or NevJ York was a11other milestone in the progress of vocational work 
as a part of the general educational program. This society opened an 
Apprentice Library in 1820. Because of the shortage of schools this Society 
of lfechanics developed a school which at first was attended only by- the 
children of the members of the Society, but later it was attended by others. 
The second and most famotis of these mechanics institutes in America 
was the Franklin Institute of Philadelphia.. The three following resolutions 
passed at its first public meeting i.ndi.cate the original intent of its 
founders: 
"Resolved, that it is expedient to form a societ,y for the 
p:ror:tot,ion of the nseful artD in Philadelphie.~ by extending a 
knowledge of mechanical science to its members and others at 
a cher-Jp ;,:-ate. 
Eesolved: that tho bce;-rc mode of attaining th:l.s objective \,ill 
be by the establishment of popular lectures, by the in.formation 
of' "" Cab:lnet o.f aod,;Jls and minerals Hnd of a Library, and by 
off'ering premiw11.s on all useful ~rovements in the mechanic arts. 
'· / 
Resolved.., that the Society shaJ..l. consist of mechanic manu-
facturers and others friendly to the usefu1 arts." (3, page 319). 
l2 
One of the chief di..f!iculties encountered i."l the MechanicaJ. InstitUcte 
was that those who attended the lectures did not have sufficient el.ement.ai·y 
education to understand the full scientific and m.eehanical .meming ot the 
lectures. 'l'his reslllt ad in the development oi' three year programs in which 
four important studies were offered-English, modern languages, cla.asical 
stadies, mathematics and sciences. It is clear that the institute sought 
to broaden secondary edue~ion, while holding fast to classical studies a.s 
producing the best demonstrated results. 'l'he sehool ao.ntinued until 18:32. 
By demonstrating ·~he need for such a school, it prepared ·the way for schools 
that f ollawed. 
Some of the other schools opened during this period were: The Gardenier 
~ceWlt, noted foi., its night classes; 'i'he 1\fevJ York House o.f Refuge; the 
Rensselaer School at ''froy, :;:Jew York.; which was ast,ablished ·to give instroc-
tion "in the application. o.f science to the common purposes of life;ri (3.ll page 350)., 
and the 01:Jens school at He,.., aarmoey I In.di.an.a. 1:a.'1.ual labor vrn.s instit~uted a.t 
Maine Wesleyru1 Seruiuary awi manual labor was begun at A ..."J.dove:r. '£his was 
considered one of the most successful manual labor experine11ts up t.o 1829. 
The I'JOV~ to introduce manual labor was inJl:iortant because up to this 
time manual labor taught. in schools had been considered solely as recreational, 
but at this timra it becar.ie a regular part of the educational pi."oeram and 
the goa.la set ii~ere t,o prepar·e the individual for better living. 
Another school that followed at this time ua.s the Oneida lnst.itu.te:, 
Whitesborough., New Yoi·k. The opening of this Institute v1a.ti prorn.oted by a 
.minister who believed that a coiabinatio.u of m<'3.nual lc1bor &'ld study Hoa.ld 
prooiote beU,e:r living and heal.th. The o~erlment was so su.ccess.ful that 
in 18.31 five hw1drad applications Hero oodo to t.he Institute which should 
\ / 
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only acconuood.-3.te sixty students.. As a direct. 1 .. estll:t of the Oneida Institute 
the Manual Labor Acade:;iy of' f'ennsylvarda "i''JaS established. :.tt was different 
in t,he fact that tho Oneida. In:;;.titute con.Bisted :ma.inly of agx1.cult,Ul'G work, 
while the Manu.sl T,..a.bor AcH1de:1w offered cour·siss in carpent,r'J 1 gardening a.rid 
fS-I':iiti.ng. 
'fhe institutes which offered nanual labor courses had b,~cor.10 so popular 
t,hat by 1829 n1.any schools which up to that t.ima had of'f'ered only acader.!ic 
training now hogan to offer manual. labor training. The bcg::tnninc of the 
manual labor movem.ent is believed to have stai ... tod when Fellenbergs Academy 
was founded. This r,10vement began <luring the years 1825-1830. It r€'.ached 
its height about 1834 and i.n lass than ten yea.rs had spent its force, but 
le.ft a certain type of Vlork which grew and becn:1e perillanent. 
On the 15th o:t June, 1831., there wus held in Masonic Ball., llarr York 
City, a meeting called to consider t,he int1·.od\lotion of 11manua.1 labor into 
literary institutions as a system of exercise for students.II (.3., page 1S9) • 
.Several resol.utions stating the values o.f manual training and why it 
should become a part of the regular educational. program. were passed at 
this meetiug. A oomntl.ttee which had been appointed during this mseting 
called .enother mee·t.ing the following month, July., 1831., a.t ilew York. It 
was at this time that the Society for Promoting Manual Labo1• in Literary 
Institutions wa.s .formed and action was taken by appointing 7heodore D. 
Weld, of the Oneida lnstitu.te, as general agent of the Soeiety. 'l'he 
general objeet of the Society was to collect and diffuse i.n:f'orm.a.tion con-
cerning the best .methods of "uniting labor nith stueyu in seminaries and 
schools of learning. It wa.s admitted that the subject, was but partially 
understood and that mttch of .it rested in many minds ttonly as a pleasing 
theory,.n (3, page 19,0). 
Between the years 1845-1853., drawing was intl"Odu.ced as a. subject into 
\ __ ) 
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tne .schools,. One of the first schools to adopt this new su.bject was the 
Philadelphia High School. A noted painter., R!3Llhrandt Peale., had a desire 
to introduce this subject; attd in order to accomplish b.i:s desire .he aecu.red 
a position., in 1840, to teach drawing three days a week in the Philadelphia 
High School. He prepared a booJi!: setting fo~h his methods. For two years 
Peal.a practiced his methods,, and then oi'!ered to introduce., without charge, 
his system. of dt'awing into grades below the level of high school. Re .net 
with so much opposition from those in authority that he finally r-esi.gned 
his teaching position, However the course continued t& be taught with 
~o~ :result.a. 
The f'irst ·agri.cu.lture society on the Am.eriea.n. continent was the Phil-
adelphia Society for Promoting Agriculture, organized in 1.785. This was 
£ollowed b}" the l~ew York Society for the Promotion of Agriculture in 1791, 
!,__; and the Massachusetts Society for Promoting ~ariculture in 1792. These 
v,ere followed by many other similar organizations. There we~ two chief 
dittieulties encountered in trying to establisb. an agriclllture school. 
· Farmers telt that those who studied agriculture in school w.ere only book 
men. On the other hand., many educational leaders .f'e1t th.at the study of 
agriculture was not to be compared with the study of languages and liter-
ature. 
In 1852 .an effort v.'a.s made to establish an agriculture college. At 
this time many noted statesmen and ·educational leaders were called together 
to give their view point, b11t no immediat~ a.~tion resulted. Arter much 
opposition and many failures, Justin s. Morrill, in 18571 it1trodu.eed th.e 
bill i'or Land Grant Acts. By this action Morrill wo11 the support of man,y 
friends, bat the bill failed to pass the lower house.. In 1859 it was again 
\____.1 introduced and passed -both houses, but was vetoed by President. Bueb:anan. 
'.~) 
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The bill was a.gain passed and signed b7 President Linco.ln on July 21 1862. 
Fevv colleges were established until at'ter the Civil War when many states 
took advantage of the L.8-.nd Grant Act. 
Following the close of' the Civil War rumy new discoveries of machine1"1 
and improvement• in the methods of industry were made. '!'his led to the 
industri~.J. age, and with the coming of the indttstrial age new dem.ands were 
again ma.de on the educational program.. In the year 1876, the Centennial 
E:xposition a.t Philadelphia was held. At this time Dr. John n. :aunkle., 
President of the t.otassaohusetts Institute of 'reehnology, was m.u,cn ir.tpressed 
by an exhibition shown b;y the Russians on tool instruction. Dr. Runkle 
f-ound here the answer to some or the problems be had been trying to so1ve. 
In writing about hi.s experience at the Centennial h.e made the follo?1ing 
"At Philadelphia in 1876, a:L.rn.ost the first thing I saw was 
a small case containing threo series of models--one of chipping' 
and filing, one of forging, and one. of machine woodwork. I saw 
at once they were not parts of machines, but sir1ply graded models 
for teaching the rn.anipuJ.ation in those arts. In an instant, the 
problem I had been oee.ldng to solve was clear to m,- mind; a plain 
distinction between a meeharlic a.rt and its application in some 
speeial. trade became apparent." (4, page 320) ~ 
Again he wrote: 
ttThe method is not only educational., but it constitutes the only 
true and philosE>phical key to all instroctional education. If' 
we can :f'omulate into an educational m.ethod the arts which apply 
in any- particular industr.:r, we. have only to group about these 
arts courses such other subj eets of study as obviously pertain to 
this indust~y to have a scheme which shal.1 nost surely and direet]J' 
fit the student both in theory and practice to enter upon its 
pursuit." (4., page 321) .• 
Up.on Dr. Runkle's return to Boston in 1S76, a now depart.t'lent was 
established at the Institute of Technology-. Students of' engineering would 
receive instruction in shop work and other professionnl students would be 
·allowed to elect it. A new school was also reeommended by Runkle in which 
\.j· 
than to becoxae seientific engiaeers. 
!f't.-etl"" the ooui·ses had been e$.tahl.iahed for some tiru,e, Runkle made 
wrhis sy:.rt,G of mechcU1ie-w.-t t.ea.cbing ia e.arnes'l.,ly 
co.mi...."en.ded to all, with the assurance, that int-be hand ot 
oompeten:~ and faithful teachers., it will prow tmti.r•ely 
su.ecesstol, not o.nly' edllcationally but also on economi.eal 
growids.11 (4J' page 335). 
Professor Calvin lii0:oward., in l.1177, natl caught a vi~ion of a 
.m.anwu. training school. His discovery was a result or the. study of 
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organized, and taught under the guidance of the s.aw.e priue:!.ples that ha.ve 
il'lfluenced methods of t eaehine the sciences., l!Ulthena.tics and evm the 
langnages. That $allW yaa;r · a la.r{le building wa.s secured and remodeled 
for the u.se of shop rooms. In this shop 1Noodward. saw his vision materi_alize .• 
The shops ffltre well equi1)ped-tho base:nent t,as used. for blacksmith work, 
the tirst- tloor was £or mehine shop t.nd the ~econd floc>r was for wo&J.-
City of St. .. Louis, is considered. as one c:>f the earliest and .~ost disti~tetive 
.features of the .r;:i-.a.'lllal trair..ing .mover.aent in AQeric~ This waa the first 
high school in wh.tch raanu.al traini.t'lt( was taught. So complete waJJ t,he or-
1:aro.satioA &i1.d qat.era. ot training tiut the school e:xisted tor several years 
without mr., noticeable changes. 
'l1be re.raarkabl.e davelopue.nt which took place betweor1 lCBO to 1900 gave 
. the .ninete~-ath century a new lirik was forged to .add to hhe chnin of proe,resa 
of rumua.l. t1~nn1ng. '£bis was the introduction of the Sloyd systeti b;;r 
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Gustor Larsson at Boston in 1888. The Sloyd. training was intended primarily 
:tor teachers. During the first yea:e progress was slow., but after 1891 it 
became necessary to l:i.!rJ.t the s'tudents entering the school., and p1~etere.nce 
was given to graduates of normal schools. At the end of twenty years, in 
1912, the school had graduated 361 Sloyd teachers. .Uu.ch of the success of 
this school is accredited to the dyn.ac.ii.c leadership of Gusto£ Larsson. f,ie 
believed that the essential qualifications in any teacher are; first, a 
proper understanding of and sympathy for the pupils; second., a professional 
training in the arts and methods of teaching; thil•d; a mastery of the 
subject matter. (4, page 475). 
An important action 111hich encouraged the progress of vocational. work 
was the inauguration of' t.h.e Smith-Hughes program on February 23, 1917. 
From time to time this a.ct has bean su.pplement.ed by other acts. 'l'hese acts 




A more recent attempt to .solve tile problem of industrial. training was 
to rela'l:.e the school shop to the factory. From this action came four t,ypes 
of schools: the apprenticeship ochool, the cooperative school., the continu.-
ation school, and the evening school. 
A later step taken to iLlprova the industrial training was the appoint-
m:ent, or a governmental commission to study and analyze the need for industrial. 
training. In some schools part time work , is encouraged, and Federal Aid 
is given for the instruction of various types of vocational instruction. 
Since the close of World War I a n,;;.-1 concept in shop work had gradually 
evolved :from the tra.dit.ional industrial arts program. It is the general 
shop idea 11.nd it bas proved itself sound both educationally and psyehologic-
ally. Educational leadeI'S have found that, .m.an.v of the gi:aduating students1 
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are being n2t in the general shop pl"Ogram. So successful has the general 
ment or the general shop. Surveys and research pertaining to the general 
shop have been lir..ited but the results of what work has been done: n.re 
In this twentieth centur-.r age .inclust:ry 1.s becoming more a'ld 1,10re 
demanding. A broader knowledge ot industr.r. it.s materials and methoda, is 
-~ -- -------------~'----'-'----==""'""'-
CHAPTER III _ 
SUUWL'l'ION OF ARTICLES 
The articles included in this chapter have been organized under four 
broad divisions. Some ot the a..rticles contained diverse inf'or-.dlation and 
have been placed under the heading which seemed most appropriate. 
' 
Part A. Content of~ General Shop 
The GeneraJ. Shop (ll, p-?.ge 244) 
The idea of the general shop has been enjoying a. wide spread popu-
larity among school administrators. :.ranuaJ. training., as such, is no 
longer in good standing, and voe ational training does r,,.ot belong in 
junior high schools. Therefore, the generci.1 shop is hailed as the means 
by ¥1hi.eh a changed situation may be met. It is well to con.sider ju.st 
what a general shop really is. The :follov1ing is one point of view 
regarding the general. shop. 
The Detroit. plan of .1.ndttstrial arts instruction is based on the use 
or a general shop. '.Che shop room is simply a room equipped in a. diversified 
tlanne:r. 'l'he subjeets offered depend on stteh factors as space, equipment, . -
community needs and tho administration's policies and inclinations. The 
titles of such courses as housohold mechanics, gener-al. printing, general. 
woodworking and general. automobile mechanics are indicative of their seope 
and are limited only by tools, equipment, space., et.c. 
The general shop idea offers full opportunity for experimentation and 
research. The policy- in Detroit is to provide a general shop which includes 
equipment pertinent to similar or related industrial unit.s. The equip.meat 
is selected and arranged so it may be utilized by boys taking the courses 
·. _ __/ 
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for which tho shop was provided. Tha general shop has rJ.any advantages 
not of.'forcd by a 1mit shop. The possibilities for teaching organization 
is one of the many reasons that the general shop deserves considerable 
attention .from p(,rsons interested in industrial arts ed.11cation. 
Stu~y of Courses and §guipment of ~ General 11etal Sho:o (40., page 47) 
Early shops or factories u:sually consis.ted of a. machine shop, black-
srnith shop and .foundry combined. The machinists were cal.led upon to assist 
in the pouring of metal in the foundry unit. ],'Ven today we find_ general 
shops with the following combinations: 
l. The village or small-town blacksmith shop is a combination of 
f'orge shop, welding shop and a cru.de machine shop. 
2. 'l'he best garages o.f smaller towns usually are a com.bination of 
garage, forge shop, welding shop and ma.chine shop. 
3. The sma.11 contract shops in large cities are usually a combination 
of machine shop, welding shop, forge shop and a heat-·creating shop. 
The ideal order .of rotating pupils through a. general metal shop is to 
use sheet metal as a begi.n..r1ing course, followed by forging, .machine shop, 
a.t1to repair and foundry. 
Qf!.tlin~ ~ ~~. 2h.2R Gourses (38, page 28.3) 
The general shop pr-og-!'am is designed for all ninth grade students. 
The class shall meet five tiaes a week for a period of 45 minutes daily 
for twenty weeks (one semester). '£.he student thm. continues for the 
second semester, during which t,ime t.he ope1 .. ations and infonna.tiortal units 
in general shop will be progressively more difficult .. 
Course organization: General. shop work in the first and second 
semesters is divided into f:i.ve clivisions--wpodwork, sheet meta.ls bench 
metal~ metal era.ft, and electricity. .Students will be divided into five 
. _/ 
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groups, each group making at least two assigned projects in each divj_sion • 
Class organizat:ion: In order to naintain a high standard of class 
discipline cmd orgzmiz2tion a student foreman of each unit of :Lnstruction 
will be appointed along wit,h a gcner3l shop superintendent. 'I'hey "Will care 
for routine matters such as station cleanup, general safety factors., dispens-
ing of st1pplies, keys, mai.ntena.'1.ce, etc. '.Che st,udent should not be allowed 
to tal{e roll or enter grades on cards. Uo materials or supplies will be 
given without first consulti.ng the instructor. ll.11 materials will be fur-
nished free except the extra jobs done after core p-.i."'Ojects are completad. 
General Methods of Instruction: At the beginru.ng of each semester 
<!' 1 • . ... t · h 11 . · 1 ,. 1 • f · t. . · :t · . ~, . th· ..,ne insvruc or s 1a.J.. gi;.re re 8..t,e(, in o.rma :um concerning ma; eria.i.. w1. -. 
which the stud,snt viill work. ffotebooks will be used for taking notes and 
for making drawings. Drawings should be put on the board and copied by 
the pupils. Each student will receive guidance in each of the five units. 
Pupil-Personnel Organization: Such organization not only permits the 
student to assume responsibility for the care and operation of the physical 
set-up, bu.t also relieves the teacher of .many routine rnatters, thus 
freeing him for more important tasks. 
The following organization outline is mere suggestive and is offered 
as a guide to the beginning teacher. 
General Shop Organization in General 
la The students vlill enter the shop and go imuediately to their assigned 
benche$~ 'I'he safety foreman will unlock drawers and tool room, the tool 
boys will put on aprons and the general foreman will check the shop as 
to equipment, tool room and general condition. 
2. After the tardy signal has sound,~d, roll call will be taken by the 
inst1•ucto:e and other prelirn.ix1ary matters taken care of. 
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3. While preliminary .matters are being completed, pupils remove coats 
and sweaters, roll sleeves above elbows &1.d put on aprons. 'l'he-3 then 
line up in single file to check out necessary tools and proceed to work. 
4. Five minutes before the diSlllissal bell the cleanup order shall be given 
by the instructor.. The boys will then clean their respective stations., 
check in all tools received in their name., put aprons away in proper 
drawer and sit a.t desk assigned to them. 
Special Assignments 
The duties of the shop superintendent are: 
1. Check shop for any irregularities as to cleanliness, proper 
arrangement of tools and Equipment, missing tools., etc. 
2. Assist supervision at cleanup period. 
3. Keep an up-to-date list of unit foremen at all times. 
4. Assist instructor in class supervision in the event of callers. 
5. Set a good examp.le of conduct for the rest of the class. 
6. Be alert for violation of safety practices. 
The duties of the foreman in charge of the various lli"lits are: 
1.. Keep up-to-date lists of boys working in his unit. 
2. Be alert for violation of safety practices. 
:,. Make sure stations a.re clean at end of each period. 
4. Make sure all tools are checked in tool room. 
5. Report any missing tools or in~egularities. 
6. Dispense materials and supplies 'to his unit., ma.Icing sure each 
item is first consented to by the instructor. 
7. Set a good example of conduct to the rest of the class. 
The duties 01' the safety foreman are: 
1. Unlock drawers and tool room at beginning of period. 
2. See tbat all boys are ready for work (sweaters removed., sleeves 
rolled up, etc.). 
3. Light gas furnaces when necessary. 
4. Viatch for any boy who may rJork 1vithout an apron. 
5. Be alert for violation of sa.fet,y practices. 
6. Apply simple first aid t,o injuries. 
7. Check the .first-aid cabinet every day for cleanliness and 
adequate supplies. 
8.. Keep soap containers filled and a supply of towels on rack. 
9. Look drawers at the end of' period after ill aprons and projects 
a.re put auay. 
10. Set a £fOOd example of conduct to rest of the class. 
There will be two boys assigned to the tool room., one nevJ boy each 
\. ,i 
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Monday. The new boy is left L11 the room the whole period, cleaning, checking 
and repairing the tools. The other ooy is there until rush is over and at 
the end of the period again. 
Tool Checking Procedure 
1. Boys will form a line on right side of door. 
2. Each boy will write riis na.me and tools he r:ishes to check out on pad 
issued for this purpose. 
J. One tool boy will check list while the other gets the t.ools. 
4. When returning tools each boy will lay then on the shelf until they 
are checked off by the tool boy. The second boy will l"eturn th ell to 
their proper places. 
5. When a11 tools have been returned and checked., the cheek list will be 
















Calipers (out side) 
Metal box 
~ice scoop 
General Shop Projects 
First Semester Course 
.li.i.taterial 
Pine l 3/16 by 1 1/2 by 5 in. 
PLrie 1 3/16 by 3 by 7 1/2 L."l .. 
l/2 by 3/4 by 5 1/2 in. b~nd iron 
1/2 by 1/2 by 4 1/4 in. square iron 
1 G. tin (bright) 
1 C •. tin (bright) 
26 ga. sheet steel 
26 ga.. sheet copper-18 ga. 6 by 6 in. 
Wire, plug, socket 
No. 18 bell wire 
!fo. 18 bell wire 
Second Semester Course 
3 by 3 by 6 in. birch (square) 
3/4 by l by 10 in. birch 
1/8 by 3/4 by 5 1/2 in. band iron 
l/8 by 3/4 by 6 in. band iron 
26 ga. sheet metal 







1/2 in. basswood 
3/4 in. basswood 
1/2 in. basswood 






1/2 by 3/4 in. band iron, 3/4 iu. birch 
26 ga. sheet copper 
I~o. 16 silver wire 
Paper knife 16 ga. sheet copper 
The General. Sho:f1 ~ (2, page 205) 
This article suggests tha:t desirable traits of behavior may be 
developed in the pupil through participation in a good shop organization. 
The development of such traits as represented in the following situations 
should become an integral part of shop instruction: talcing orders from a 
superior,, giving orders to helpers, a.sswrd.ng responsibility .for gettL'lg 
things done, participation in planning an organization, accepting duties 
for the good of the scho·ol. 
The subject-matter content of industrial arts courses has undergone 
.more radical changes in organization than in actual ingredient. 'rhere is 
a. demand for general rather than narrow courses. If a pupil were to 
receive good training in as many of the 11basic11 processes as the time per-
mi ts it. "!iJOU.ld be reasonable to say that the pu:pil has a good 11 general.11 
training. Emphasis should_ be given the idea that the number of flbasicu things 
that can be. taught in a 11general11 course is limited. to the humber of things 
that can be taught to the desired degree of att;aimnent. 
There are at least four industrial arts courses in the Detroit inter-
mediate schools which may be classified as general shop courses. They are 
household mechanics, general woodworking., general metals worJr and auto 
mechanics. These course.s are 11genera111 in the sense that in each ease the 




A general shop may- be defined an a shop in which a variety of stations 
or places to work are provided. Each station represe..Y1ts a workbench., a 
machine, or other suitable equipment for doing a specialized job. The 
general shop organizatfo.n lends itself' to the teaching of general industrial 
arts subjects because it permits the, use of a. variety of equipment which 
is ma.de available for reducing and forming a variety of materials, and the 
a.ccomplisbment of many types of mechanice1 assemblies. Not only is this 
equipment available., bat in the interest of et:f'icient operation it is in 
use sirmltaneously. This means that one group of pupils will be using the 
electric station, a..'1.other group the metal worktng station, and still 
another group the woodworking station. Each pupil will be working as an 
individual doing an individual job. 
AG. Ind,ust:rial ~ E;perimanta1 ~hop (28, pages 101-102) 
The ne11 shops at the University of i;,lissouri lJere completed in the summer 
and early fall of 1940, w:id VJere designed to serve three purposes: 
1. Provide facilities fot• laboratory work on an eJ!Pe:d.mental basis 
for students enrolled in eertain professional aourses. 
2. Enable industrial. arts teachers attending summer school to 
supplement their U..."ldorgraduate training by acquiring, under supervision, 
new activities which .mny be introduced into their high school program. 
3. Serve as a labo:i:-atory in which l"egular undergraduate courses in 
general tJaY be conducted. 
Those students who enroll in professional courses have the oppor',unit.y 
of trying out II testing and revising their programs before ever introducing 
them. into the pllblic school. 
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Another phase of this sh.op is to study ·t.hra manipulation of newly 
developed industrial materials in 01•der to determine theil .. possibilities 
as media for industrial art activities, and to investigate new and ine:xpen-
sive pieces of equipment. This shop was also designed to meet the expressed 
desires of the teachers who, because of the many activities in vihioh t.hey 
ara engaged during the regular school year., are unable to l~a.:t"'.:l the tech-
nical infor.m.ation, acquire the skills, and prepare the teaching materials 
necessary to create new activities in the general. shop program. 
These Enq?er:iP..enta.1. laboratories were set up in rooms that rep.reserrr,ed 
poor conditions and were improved to the best possible extent.. In this 
manner the students had an oppol""'c.lL'1.ity to see f'irst hand what could be done 
in the way of remodeling 2;nd improving old shops. 
The University of 11:1.ssolu'i also developed a :model planning center. 
The administrators f'elt that the importance of this area needed special 
attention. Even though the planning center is o.ften recommended., it 
usually receives little attention. 
Geari~'i ~ General ShoH tn War !:leads (5., page 45) 
'.I.'he Havy plane quota was completed without seriously inter!ering with 
norm.al shop practic:,e. lied Cross and other e:x:t.ra jobs are handled by our 
industrial practices class. 'l'his cla.,;:s is made up o.f advnncad students, 
featuring four shop pe;ciods a week. Au.to Mechu.nics and drafting are taught. 
during a victor7" period. 
Ou.r gene1~a.1 shop contains t,he .follorrlng major units: tool cage., three 
woodworking lathes.,. variety ra.olders., I.'1ortising .machine, variety saw., 6 inch 
jointer., 30 inch band san, foundry lii:eactice equif.Jment, furnace, sheet metal 
bench, electrical bench, metalworking bench, three e.ngino lathes, one 
. _/ 
shaper, power hack saw, drill press and arbor press. 
Gen"6J:"al shop courses: 
Wood turning. Strl,ight turning VJith live and dead centers, faceplnte tu.rniog. 
Foundry practice. Albany No. 1 sand., parting sand molding boards, sprue, 
.t:lasks, hammers; s:11;ons, levE'Jle1·, i11ire for air holes, gate cutter, 
molder• s brash, molder' s bulb. 
Patterns, wood ancl metal.. Melting .f"umaee., ty-pe metal-. Lighting procedure • 
. Ttlt'.n on air pressure !irst, then u..se lighting tube,. To shu:t off, 
'"' turn of£ the gas· first, then turn off the air pressure. 
El.eetticaJ. work~ Electrical circuits, diagrai1ts, t:i-ouble lights, test boxes, 
sizes and type of wire, "BXn Cable, boxes,. shop problem. panels, flat-
iron p11rts. War Depa.rtme..'1:t, 1'Fundara.ent 5J.s of Eleatrici:ty. 11 
l[achi.ne Shop practice. Soap or special hand p·rotecting cream., engine lathes·. 
Shaper.. Speeds, teeds> ram. adjus.tments., tool post, cutting tools • 
Drill press. Speeds., adjust..m:ents., accessories, chu.e:ks key, adapters, dl"ills, 
reamers, grinding devices,. lapping tools. 
ticrOfiletera., in~de. and. outside.. Frame, anvll., spindle., sleeve, thiID.b1e., 
dial indicators. 
Ma.chine woodworking. Variety sas;, combination blade. lupsav; blade. Set 
on teeth, hollow ground., height or blade, guards, slide, fence, pusher 
stick, accessories. 
Jointer. Feeds, saf'ety head, vm.tch length of stock, safety devices. 
Jig saw. Types .of blades, saber sawing., accessories, sp·eeds. 
Band saw. Safe operat-ion, gu.al'ds. 
San.der. Safe operation, belts, adjustments. 
Portable drill. Sate. operation, drill bits, other accessories. 
~ ' . / 
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The General Shop After lli War {9., page 420) 
The impact of the ~ar on the entire field of education will without 
questil)n have an ir.portant bearing on instructional content and i.tu:tructional 
methods. Hany who are engaged in industrial arts and. vocational training 
belie'lre that general shop will stand out more prom.inently as one of' the 
devices to help both young and old.er men to preparG mre efficiently .for 
lif' e' s work. 
J:fa.,_v years' experience has resulted in the general shop procedure as 
carried on at Dunv1oody Industriill. Im;titute. Tho twelve main departments 
£ed by students from the general shop are: air conditioning., automobile., 
baking., building construction., drafting., electricity, general. mechenies, 
highway construction., machine shop, printing, sheet metal, and welding. 
The following objectives have been set for general shop: testing., 
review, trade tryout, a.dvisenent., orierrtation., related trades, readvisem.ent 
and checkup on trade experience. 
The general shop includes the following specific activities: automobile 
department, machine shop., eleetrieal depart.!11.ent., mechanical drafting, sheet 
metal, blucksmithL"lg and general mechanics. 
The staff of the general. shop must possess considerable flexibility 
due to the fact that in the early fall and again on January 1st, very large 
incoming groups call for a very heavy staff. Later on, as the group or 
st.a.dents are transferred or promoted to main shop, part of the staff used 
in t.b.e general. shop travel.s along with the transferred student group. The 
general shop is al.so an excellent department to serve as a training center 
.for the call staff and st11dent ~ssistan.ts. 
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~ AhQut tm! General Shoo (181 page 102) 
During the years of rapid e:xpa.nsion cf industrltl arts the general 
shop h8s grown as a definite part of' the whole program. A great deal of 
information is bein;~ as.se:11bl'od conc,z!'nine var•io:H:: pha..ses of tA-10 
shop. Com.,narati ve studies help to indica:t.e progress and trends. The 
following is a condensed t•eport o.i' such a study. 
The 1,1,9jority of indications poh1t. to the general shop as rendering 
its greates:t servlce at the jrmio:r.~ high school level and. in the small s~hools • 
.?l. cornp:n:ison of the r)rigin of the shops shows that a slightly greater 
nru:nher ho.d been reorg~nizad from unit shops thru1 uere pla..•1r10d. and esb,,blished 
as ne1:v general shops. About half' of the :reorganized shops were under ten 
years oldj, and three-fourths of the new shops were in this age b:i;•aclw·t. 
'l'he 12'1 general shop prog'.!'.',ams report a total of .54 different industrial. 
aJ.""ts e:xperiermes offered. lifoodworking continues to be o.ff ered more fre-
quen:t.ly than any other area. Other prominent areas are aechanical drawing, 
r1ood finishing, sheet :metal, a"ld electricity. Bench metal, a.rt raetal and 
home mechanics appear in a.bout half of the schools. Plastics is being 
offered with increasing popularity. 
14.alf of the junior-senior· high schools require industrial. arts in 
grade;,: 7, a, 9 and 10. '.t'his may be a result influenced by the dei'ense 
training program as no equivalent compa:dsons vrere .found in current 
literature; or it may be additional evidence of the situation mentioned 
above. 
SchooJ.s requiring industrial arts off er a selection o.f 29 separate 
experience areas. The t1velve most frequently required are: woodworl{ing1 
mechanical drawing, sheet metal., wood.finishing, bench metal, leathercraft, 
home mechanics, art metal, ornamental iron work, forging and machine shop .. 
-------~----------· 
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The length of class periods ranges fl'om 40 minutes to 120 r.iinutes, 
with an average o:t about 60 .Binutes. There are e, few cases where industrial 
arts classes do not .rnoet daily. :rhe most common VBriation is for t.,he 
seventh., and eighth grade classes to alternate during the week. 
Periods of less t,han ;o minutes are not as satisfactory when we consider 
the nature of the subject and the runoWlt of time necessarily consumed at 
the beginning and the end of each pe.riod fo1• the care of materials and 
aqlli pr:1.1::mt. 
Another phase or time aJ_lotm.ent is the amount of tim.e scheduled for 
each required experience area within the course. The complete range reported 
was a mininum. of five hours (one hour daily fo:r one week) to a ma.xi.mum of 
180 hours(one hour daily for 36 weeks) • 
.Seventy-tuo percent of the instructors reported using a de.finite rotation 
plan of some type., which indicates the importance of the procedure as a 
part of general shop organization. One plan of rotation is to require the · 
student to complete a specific amount of work before he is eligible to start. 
in another area. This method is used by 68 per cent of the classes as a 
,,hole. Another variation in the rotat.ion process is that of :rotating as 
a group or as individuals. Rotation in the general shop is a problem of 
the individual instru.etor to be solved. for his particular shop situ.cation. 
Another specific problem is that of starting the class. '.L'he m.o-st 
frequently used method is that of demonstrating the beginning job in each 
experience area before the entire class and assigning the .membership after-
wards. This was rated first of the three best methods by all except the 
junior-senior high school instructors. 
The sea.ond most eommonl.y used method is to demonstrate the beginning 
job in a. selected. area and assign a group to it; then jobs for other areas 
\. ./ 
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are demonst:re.ted. and pupils are ass:i.gned in e. similar .manner. 
The third .method .tll2kes generous use of instruction sheets. The pupils 
are assigned directly to the respective areas with written instructions; the 
instructor f 01lo-:1rn with dem.onstrations as the needs arise .. 
Developing ~ General Shop Course (43, page 104) 
For this study the aims of the general shop are taken as follows: 
1. 'l.10 give direct e.xperience and firsthand knowledge in the mechanical 
activities and devices of everyday life which make for social efficiency 
and eeonom.r and help to interpret intelligently the industrial. world 
in which we live. 
2. To develop in the student the power to do or accomplish things and to 
feel a pride in such accomplishments. 
J. To appreciate the work of others and to have a joy in their success. 
If this Y'lork is tc interpret the indu.st.rial world., lt is to the same 
industrial world that one must, look for the subject matter. If the student 
is to appreciate the work of others and show a respectful attitude tow~ 
their skill, he must kncm ·!;heir problem, their dift'i.culty and basic processes. 
It was for this purpose that a study of the male occupations of the United 
States was made from the United States Census. The next s-1:,ep was to pick 
out ocoupationiJ, informati.on about which could be taught ill the general 
shop,. then condense the list to suit the community need. 1.f in a farming 
country, the list, of courses to be taught should include farm m.eehanics, etc. 
~tern ~in_g ~ F~undr,y: ~ in the General Shop (34, pages ~348-349) 
One of the common units of work taught in the general shop is foundey 
and pattern.making. In order to teach this subject the shop must be prepared 
to present the material under the :fallowing three headings: 
Tempering and preparing .t'oundry sand. 
lta.mm.ing a .mold. 
Pou.ting the casting. 
Home .Mechanics Instruction at Stout (7, pages 453-460) 
The curriculwn. at Stout is offered on three levels to provide for a 
wide :range of demands in the training of teachers. Fii~st, a two year 
course is offered which leads to a eertificate; 'then a four year course is 
offered which leads to the B. s .. degree; and lastly, a t1ii!o yea:r course is 
offered as intensive training to journeymen preparing to tea.ch vocational 
work., 
Some of the reasons tor selecting this kind of work for the junior 
high school are listed: 
1. This type of shop is a solution to the junior high philosophy .• 
28 It is a means of providing shop work for students in the junior high school. 
3. It is a shop in 11mi ch a variety of occupations niay be represented in the 
sehoel 0,f the larger city where it does not seem. feasible to ha.ve a, 
number of single activity shops. 
4. This shop is also being used in same places as the shop work for the 
part time pupils in the vocational school who come without any basis for 
making an intelligent choice for occupational work. 
Mter making a..11 analysis of the demands for various types of' shop, this 
conclusion was reached-Home mechanics is co.ming to be interpreted as a 
course made up of a number of' projects which are necessary in the .mechanical 
maintenance of the home. The courses to be offered were developed by first 
considering the various occupations. These occupations were then anaJ.yzed; 
,, _, each occupation was divided into jobs; and the jobs were in turn bri!iken into 
; 
', / 
steps and processes. 
1'he subjects included in the course of study will clarlf'y the study 
plan developed: woodworking., furniture repair, sharping tools., bench 
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m.et:al, glazing and painting, sheet n.etal, plum.bing, electrical work, and 
miscellaneous subjects such as leather, shoe repair, repair of inner t.ubee, 
repair of garden hose, replacing of handles in tools, cement work, a.dju.sting 
gas burners, firing the furnaee prope.rly, a.'1.d reading blue prints. 
Before the shop can be equipped the courses to be offered will have to 
be stndiati and the ,ta..'ro:i.ous jobs deteITlined so that the proper equipment my 
be secured. 
Part B. Organization of the General Shop 
General Shop 'i'eachiJilB (19, pages 286-287) 
The determining factor as to the success of the general shop teacher 
is how well he is prepared to teach the general shop. The first class the 
teacher meets is undoubtedly the most i.tq:>ertant class of thee; year; for it 
is at this tiL'le that students form many conceptions rJhich will characterize 
their action throughout the remainder of the year. Some of the consider-
ations the ter:H:ne.r ought to give to this first clas13 period are these: 
1. Do not ju.mp into the course. 
2. Pen.u.t the students to form some ple&sM.t impressions reg.<trding their 
i'u.ture work. 
3. Take the students on a tour of the shop, explain the equipment and 
give them. an idea of the work outlined for the coming year. 
4. Permit the students to ask questions, examine tools, eql1ipment and 
projects. 





Blue p:rint .t•eadin.g ia essantial and ou~ht to bo taught early. The 
methodo used ri.iay he tho blackboQ!'d., pr·ojection. box, p1•oject 1uodels., and 
d~nst1 .. ation and uses of the m~chan.ical dra~1i11g i.nstra.ments. Orthographic 
projection should be explained and th,Jn the students should make a simple 
sketch on graph paper., using the orthographic projection 1nothod a.'td layout • 
. The sketch may be of som3thi.ng in the shop. 
The toacher of tho general shop should have good lesson plans and 
.tollow t,.hera closely. A far..iliar slogan is up1a..11. you.r v:01"k and work your plan. 11 
G~eral Shop Organization (25~ pages 374-375) 
The smoothness with which the shop operates \?ill depend much on how 
well the shop is organized. Ono aethod u1,::i.3d in shop o:rganization is for 
the class to elect a .foreman.; in some cases an assistant foreman is Al.so 
elected. The two i'oremen are responsible directly to the instructor, and 
they a.re made to feel the importance of this position. One clerk is 
appointed to each area or subject taught. The duties of the clerk a.re to 
check out tools, aid other students, check the roll, and appoint a librarian. 
These officers are appointed for the length of time they will spend in that 
particular area or subject, usuaJ.ly i':rom two to six weeks. 
It has been. suggested that boys with the most abiµty be placed in 
these positions first. This gives the slov.er student a. cha.nee to observe 
and get acqu.ainted with the duties of the various officers. By the ti.me 
these slower students are eleeted they are able to aceap', their duties 
without any noticeable change in the organization. 
'rhe opportunity !or leadership which the boys so eagerly assume and 






The ~ Per Cent ( 1, pages 215-217) 
Much has bee!l written about the eighty-five per cent that have bean 
prepared ior college but for various reasons never get there. A survey 
wan made by the National Youth Administration in which .2,5,000 unemployed 
youth~ high school graduates representing all p.arts of the United states, 
were asked why they were most often t.urn.ed down when seeking employment. 
ThE": answer that case from the majority was beca.u.se of the lack of practical 
e1tperience, admitting that if they had taken shop work their ehanoes would 
have been bette.r. 
Another survey mas !'lade of several g1'"aduat.ing classes. 'l.'.he results 
showed that. twenty per cent of ths students entered higher institutions of 
learning; the remainder of 'i:.hc sfauien.ts lived in the community and woi·ked 
at odd jobs.. Further investigation showed that the training these students 
received was not adequate to prepare tham. for industr.r. As a result, of a 
rather thorough invest.ig~tion of i.'Vhat othar schools were doing and an 
analysis 0£ the needs., the following shops were developed: auto mechazdcs, 
metal shop., woodworking., gra.phie arts, electrical laboratory, and drawing .• 
Th.eee shops were equipped with the newest and most practical equipment.. 
The results .of th.is step are swmned up in the Creed of '£'he Progressive 
Edaca.tor: 
ttI believe in the common man. 
I believe that education is primarily for the social well-
being of democracy and not for individual. benefit. 
l believe aJ.so in the necessity or wide spread intelligence 
among all citizens. 
I believe that a trained eitizenr;r guided by trained, capable 
leaders is the life saver or democracy. 
I believe that the .main purpose of education in a democracy 
is th.e preparation of all its people for the duties and :reeponsi-
bill:ties o:f ever:, grade of citizenship. 
I believe that the ordinar,r man needs education. as much as the 
superior man and that he is just as much e11tit.led to it. 
l believe education is primarily preparation for t.he du.ties of 
life, ~hat it is li£e. 
/ 
I believe that education is primarily training for thinking 
and doing things in some useful, social wa:,-. 
I believe ·t.hat there arc raa.Yl.Jr forcrs and kinds of educfl:tion 
for training the interest and abilities of the :ma..riy' different 
kinda of people., all of whom are worth;y- of education., 
I believe every one can and should be educated so that he 
can work for him.self and society. 
l believe that the educator is responsible bo'l:,h for the 
ind.i.vidual and the soci.al. results of his work. 
I believe that education mu.st be constantly adapted to the 
changing demands of life and should there.fore never be dominated 
by tr·adition or by mere voice ef authority. n 
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P:r•ior to September, 1922., the Joliet Township High School maintained 
a .manual training cur-riculur,1 wb.ich paralleled the other elective cur:r1.culwn 
of the school. One double period. of shop work was provided daily duri.ng 
the four years, supplemented by a.."1 add.:1.tiomu unit or draw.ing for one year. 
In 1922 a. progr3m o.i' voc/Itiontl education, rather comprehensive in 
j char~cter., was introduced into the high sehool. The vocational program 
provided t.wo and four year courses in trades. :Both cow:•ses were strictly 
vocational and the boy spent all his shop time in one particular trade. 
It was decided that all £:resru;:1.an boys nhould be r·equire.d to t,ake 
courses, a..nd through e:xperienoes in several shops gain some understa.,.1.d.ing 
and get certain experiences r1hieh v'Jould help th® in i.10re wisely choosing 
their life work. The number of students to be prov;tded for in the general 
shop course was a.bout 150 the first yenr, and this ha.a re.ma.ined practically 
constant. During theil"' i'reshfilan yea:r.' the general shop boys are given a six 
week period in each of the six shops--plrL11bing, woodworking, painting, au.to 
repai1", .nachine ehop, mid electrical work. 
The inst:ruetoi~ is given full time to one kind of instruction. He is 
able to keep ele&"ly L"'l mind the ·objectives of the general .shop course and 
to make a definite study of the boys in his group. Advantage is taken of 
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va1•ious oppo:M~._mities to get info!"nation to the boys about trade or 
industry v1hich cannot iciell be given in the shop 01" classroom by ordinary 
methods. At the close of the s:Lx week period each group is taken on e 
shop tr·lp to a plant which is typical of the work just finished. 
P.s a gene:r0al proposition, th~ general shop courses have met with favor 
on the part of mo.st ot the boys al'ld have ftU'nished a meaas of providing 
underst,11i.ndir1g or the trade and injustrial life of the com.unity not 
p:re·viously obtained by these boys. 
The freparaJion of the Ge.neral Sho2 'J~each£ (47, pages 93-94) 
The general shop is one in ·which several activities may be conducted 
singly or sim.ulta.neousl,y. The general shop teacher must, he prepared for 
either met.hod.. He .riust be able to anaJ.yze teaching proble.ns and should 
have organi.zin.g ability as far as teaching !:la;berials are concerned. His 
college work shot1ld include certain general and liberal arts subjects in 
order to p1"eserve a balance between cultural and vocational subjects. •rne 
teaeher should. ha.vs certain. professional subjects to insure the development 
of a:p:t"o.f essional attitude toward his work. Special wo:i."k in his field should 
include su.bjects covering three or four fields., plus mechanical drai't'ing. 
Trade experience out,side of school in one or more fields should be en 
essential pa.rt ,of the teacher's training. 
The general shop is in great need of adequately trained teachers, 
instruct.ors of great initiative who have· had a. wide range of experiences 
i!.1 a variety of crafts, and teachers who can apply their skill in an 
elementary way in the construction of projects adapted to pupils of varying 
a.bilit.i,)s and interests. The normal schools and colleges have not been able 
to eope T11ith this new situation in supplying good shop teachers in sufficient 
ruunbers t,o Lil.eat the needs. As a. result, :many comm.uniti.es have not organized 
.. ./ 
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their work on a general shop baais • 
One o.f the greatest difficulties of the general shop is getting the 
classes started. Regardless of how wall the teacher may know the nat.erial 
or how well he may handle the tools., the teache:r.• must be a good org0.aizer 
of l.esson plans and .materials. When the teacher has t.h~ ability to t,.nalyze 
the job and make a lesson plan with the instruction sheets and inf'oroation 
sheets,. this teacher is well 011 his way to being a successful gener~,l shop 
teacher,. 
Trai.nin_g General Shop 'teachers (!,2, page 126) 
In the teacher training division at Purdue University a coarse of 
work lJ&s offered on an extension basis which tJas to consist of tools and 
materials used in the construction of projects suitable to students of the 
seventh a.vid eighth grad.es., reading and research relRtive to problems 
involvetl1 and the preparation of individual. lesson sheets which uould be 
suitable t.o put in the hands or seventh and eighth grude students. 
'.£'hree di.f'.forent kinds of w1ork were undertal{en each semester~ vrlth 
teachers who were specialists in that field. 
Three types of lesson sheets were prepared: 
Inf'orma:tion sheets., giving the job and specifications. 
Operation sheets, giving t,he order of procedm:.•e., operations and steps .. 
Job sheets, liatint:; questions VJhich help the student apprt-1.ise and evaluate 
his work, and questions which test the inf orr:.1.ation and. operat,ion~l s:1.de 0£ 
his woi"k. 
General Shop 'l'eachers of lllin.ois (8, pages 355-356) 
The prepa.:i:·ati.on of' the shop teacher is a very important element ia 
<_,; prepa~.Ln.g to teach the general shop; for the teacher of the general shop 
does x1ot, sp ecial.i21e in one skill but .mu.st have a. wide range o! knowledge 
' __ _/ 
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f'ro.mwhich to dr~w. 
ll survey was made in tile state of Illinois to determine the amount. 
of education ro shop teachers and to what extent further education was 
being pursued. The study showed that there were PJ.a.'1.Y deficiencies. 
Some ·t.eachers had on~.,. a fevi hours of education vzhile others had xna.n.y. 
This was also true concerning vocdional guidance a.nd the sciences. 
Some of the teachers failed to mt::,et the requirements of teaching woodwork6 
others electrical work., and some .mechanical drawing. 
Because o-f the short time an industrial arts teacher has to pz•epare 
.for the purpose or teaching the general. shop., the educational administrators 
are eomi.."lg to believe that a fifth year ought to be added to the rour years 
of regular college work. 'l'his firth year vmuld apply to the receiving of 
the masters degree. It was also felt that actual. experience ought to play 
a more :inportant part in the preparation of the shop tea.eher. 
Some recommendations deemed advisable .for change a.re as follows: 
General shop teachers should be required to take a minimum of three courses 
in vocational guidance. 
Industrial. arts teachers should major in indt1striaJ. arts both in the under-
graduate and graduate levels. 
At. least two years of actnal eJCperience sho-.:11.d be required of the g~neral 
shop teachers in the various :t"ields. 
Aduttance t,o high school courses should not, be dexu.ed on t.he basis of sex. 
General shop eourses should be so organize<i that. girls fiud the ·work pl'oi'ita.ble 
and interesting. 
'1'.h,:1 u.ni:t or insti•11etion a.1ould be choae~1. on th0 b.'.1Bis oi modern inc.ust1'ial 
trends,. local n.eeds, abilities and interests. 
to help 'the student understand the basic .framework of our indust.tial 
Civilization. 
feaeh:ing Aids for ~ General Shop (26, pages .391-392) 
The general shop coarses present the problEm of teaching a large riwu.ber 
of widely differing kinds of work at the san1e time. This WJ;:/ seem. a dis-
couraging problem. when. contrasted with classes that can be l{ept together. 
However, .it is actually quite easizy solved. 
The general. shop is a 1.aboratory v-hich is equipped for doing several 
types of work, such as sheet metal or ma.chine shop. The imL!l.ediate purpose 
or· a sbop is to make the student able l:.o perf'or.ra certain tasks well a!'ld 
make them pQssessors of a certain f'untl of knowledge necessary or desirable 
in the perft>rmence of those tasks. 
One ai.d u.sed in making the teaching experiences ;:n.ore efficient is the 
use of notebooks. Another ctid is the use of blackbo,ru:><l diagr.ams when 
den1onstrating. Objective t,es'l;s, .i.rtclnding true ... false,, .multiple choice md 
corrpletion type questions.., should be given two 01• three days after tt 
d.emonst,ration. 
Yet another aid used is the project board. Several hooks are placed 
a.cross the top of the boac!'d wit,h the names of the project to be taught a.bove 
th'£ hook. When the student i,s assigned a job he ,writes his name on a care 
as well as the name of the job and hangs it on the hook corresponding to 
that job. As soon a.s the project is co.mpleted the student gives his ea.rd 
to the teacher v,ho in tu.rn places a grade on the card and keeps it i'or 
futu.re reference. 
Point eyste11J.a ought to be worked out for grading the 1.Liportant and 
less important projects. Another advantage of the project board ls that 
U a. complete list of' jobs is always be!o:r•e the student and cr~at es a desire 





V~suaJ. Ai~ .Qt!ie_l{~~ ~ Lanrnin~ (48.,. pages 8-10) 
The learning situation which bri.ngs into play the greatest nmaber of 
senses is 1.ike}Jr to be th{l 1nosi., effective. f;e tend to learn more thi"ough 
the sense of sight t.ha..'1 through arxy of the other sen.sea. 
A visual aid is any especially prepared devic$ designed to facilitate 
learning through the sense or sight., and is used tor the following purposes: 
Increase the visual elq)eriences of the student .• 
strengthen 'Vital inages. 
Give experiences not possible in the shop or class room:. 
Add variety to the students a.cti vi ties. 
R.tnrorce learning. 
Develop L'lt.erest. .in some speeii'ic subject or activity. 
Develop understanding ot a subject in the shone.st possible tiine. 
Assist tile slower stlldent in learning. 
Aid to other methods of instruction • 
... 
Charaeteristios or good Visual aids a.re: 
· Large enough to be seen by all 't..b.e olass. 
lmporta.'1.t parts stand 01.1t., through use of colo~, cross hatching or sh.adin.g. 
Or1ly essentials al.~ inelude<i .. 
Used for instru.etional purposes, not £or entertainment. 
Lettering and notes clear, vocabulary with student understanding. 
Portable., easilJT moved. 
liad.e to seal.a, durable and strongly constructed. 
Goni'orms t,0 accepted techn.:ieal. practices in the field. 
'i'JPes o.f visual aids are charts, blackboard illustrations, models, bulletin 
boards;; eand tables:, exhibits, film strips. 
Visual. aide may- be ma.de by the teachers ot secured from. Industrial Filrns, 
Publie Health: Services, educational institutions, Depart..ment of War., 
\ i ·G Department. of Interior,. Department of Agriculture, Depa!'tment, of Gom.n:1.erce, 
and Treasuey Depa..""'tr.1ent. 
Genertl .Sho.E Gow:•ses foi· Rurfal Schools (511 pages 131-13.2) 
GeneraJ. sh.opwork for the rtll'al silop .'J'JJ/J.Y be defined as such mechani.eal 
work as is comm.only ai1.~ economically done in homes and on farms with sueh 
tools and equipment as hom._e owners have or .find neeessa.ry to do the ·work. 
The oourses e.m.brace drawing$ metals, electricity and !arrei mechanics. P..ome 
projects are utilized as: they come in. '1'he course last.s 36 weeks and b.r 
the end of 24 »veeks all courses have been introdueed. During the last 12 
weeks stqdents are permitted to specialize on ans- subject that particularly 
interest t.b.e.m.. 
General obJeetives are to discover 01· develop special interests, 
a.t.tit.udes and habits st.tch as leadership, organizing ability., analysis., 
orderly p~oeedure., power of imagination, originaJ.ity., initiative, accuracy 
in thought and expression,. self-reliance., patience., perse-<1erance., ne;.:i.tness., 
jast pride in accomplishment, spirit. of cooperation, obedience, puncto.al.ity., 
responsibility., service, adaptability., tolerance,- courtesy, consideration 
of others, thrift., interest in and respect for home., school and COI.tlli1unity. 
Courses offered may bs drawing, sheet metal., electricity., hot and cold 
metal, eonerete, harness, farm machinery. 
Selecting Gener@J.. Sh92 Courses. 03, pages 359-.360) 
The inauguration. of a su.ccess.t"u1 general sh.op progrui 1,ill depend to 
n large degree on t.he el!..t.ent t,o which certain important f'aetors are 
recognized and considered in the selection of the acttvitias to be offered,. 
i , No one will doubt the f'aot that the qualifications of the teacher iaust. of 
.'-._.,/ # 
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a-ecessity1 be considered in the selection ot aetiv.it.ies ot general. shop; 
bo,t this is only' one .factor and should not be tb.e only .factor considered. 
An intellie~nt selection .of the activities. to be offered in. a general shop 
can be .m.ade only after all factors entering into the question are p'.l:'Operl.1 
considered. 
The f ollo:wing £ actors should be considered.: eo.mmwrl.ty survey :t nature 
of school system., .number of pupils, grades to be a.ecommo-dat ed., curriculwn 
evalu.ation, program. of' vocational. education, amount of money available, 
equipment,. £lo-or apace, location ot room tc be used, a.vailability of pubU.c 
u.tilit.ies service, coni'eren.ae with school b!.fieials, conterenee with eomnunit.y 
leaders, possibilities of secfll'i.ng assistance from local organizations and 
indt1Stries, quru.ifications or teacher, occupational evaluation., elemonts o.t 
danger involved, boy interest evaluation., activity eval.uation, aims and 
objectives an.d combinations ot activities • 
'l'he1~0 a.re 1:1any :t·aasons which might be l,Lentioned justitying the teaching 
oi' the general shop in an_y school, but one reason that might be of· special. 
i.nteres·t. to both teach.ors and supervisors is that .the gene1•al shop can he 
!it.tad to a emaJ.1 budget. Expe.."lsive equip.mei1t and .materials are not a 
necessity. tl!a!'l...y subjects such as bell wiring, house wiring, solderL'lg, 
cutting glass, glazing, loek setting., motor winding, radio, leather craft, 
metal craft, eold forging and concrete work could be o.f.f'ered. 
In order to keep the eost l.ow only enough equ.ipment to- permit two boys 
to work in each subject, is purchased._ The cost of the ·el.ec.trical department 
was C-4,00 for two bells, two buzzers., four push buttons, one transformer, 
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in this mann.er.. ;aoys a.re encouraged to bring a.rt.ieles .from home :tor repair 
and refinishing and to constrac.t useful articles tor the home. 
Oene:rat ~ ~. j;Jle :Rural Schools (221 pages 49-54) . . 
One outstanding factor o:f tha genernl shop is that is ean be adopted 
to al.11Dst any situation. 0£ all the schools that need the general shop, 
the rural schools perhaps need the general shop program. l!I()re or as mneb. 
the bbj:::otivas for the students o.f a general shop in a rural sehoo1 
are the use <>f all kinds of tools and the abilH;y to keep household and 
garden tools and appl.ianees in good order and g-ood working condition. 
The student should also learn how to participate intelligently in the 
original plruu:d.ng of a house1 how to keep the house and its p;remi.sas clean 
and sanitar.r a.ad how to protect the home from tire. 
{:!tp.\~qg, ! Gen.oral Spop Curriculw11 (.50;,· pages 307-308) 
The initial courses of the j11r1ior rdgh level should be e;;gploratory in 
Seqµ.enee of ,iu.nior· Uigh Courses 
Eighth Gr:rade 
First Quart.er 
Group I.. ~V&odworkil\g handicraft unit, 9 weeks 
Group IL Leather handicraft u11it, $ weeks 
Linoleum block printing unit., 4 weeks 
Second Quart.er 
Group 1. Leather handicraft u.n:tt., 5 week.a 
Linoleurll hlocl.c printing, I+ weeks 
Groa.p: n. Wo~d handieratt unit, 9 weeks 
Third Quart.er 
Group I. Be.noh ,ilorldng and carvi.,J.3 u . .rxit., 9 weekS; 
Group II. 'i'inwork unit, 4 weeks 
Plastics handic:t .. aft unit., 5 week_s 
Pourth tcjuarter 
Group I,. Tinwork Unit, 4 weeks 
Plastics b::--i.ndicra.ft n.nit, 5 weeks 
!'.'lroup II. Bench woodwo1•king and 1r11ood carving unit, 9 weeks 
Sequence of High School Coursos 






lu.uth and Tent.h Grades 
Bench woodvwrldng and wood ca,rving 
Leather handicraft unit:: 4 weeks 
Plaeri;.ic hllnoicraft uni.t, 5 weeks 
unit, 9 weeks 
Leather handicr~,,ft urrl.t, 4 weeks 
Plastics handicraft unit, 5 weeks 
Benct1 woodworkint's': and wood carving unit, 9 weetts~ 
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Third Quarter 
Gro11p I .. 
Grou.p II,.. 
:Slue px'int reading., rMJchan.ical 
Sheet, metal unit, ; weeks 
EJ.ectrical llni:t., 4 rmel:w 
dt•aning; unit:; 9 weeks 
Fom•th Quarter 
Group I.. Shoet metal work u."lit, 5 weeks 
TIJ.ect:rical. unit, 4 weoks 
Group II. Blue print reading, raoohanieal drawi~ u.n.i t., 9 weeks 
:E;ach alter11ate year. 










filovent.h and Twelfth Grades 
Leather handicraft unit, 5 weeks 
Plastics handicraft unit, 4 weeks 
Hec:ha.nical dravd.11g unit, 9 weeks 
Lleehanical drawing unit, 9 we.e1'-..s 
.Leather handicraft unit., 5 weeks 
Plastics handicl"aft unit,, 4 wt,cks 
Bench 'WOodwor.ldng and vmod carving unit, 9 weeks 
Bench mGti:'ll vmrk and art met;al craft unit,, 9 t1eeks 
Group I. .Bench metal work and. art .uek:1 cra,ft unit, 9 weeks 
_ Group II. Beach woociworki.ng and vmod carvirig i:.url.t$ 9 weeks 
Each teacher ought to give SOfle time and thought to oraanizing the 
general metal shop.. General metal isp;>pular beeauf3e of its adiiptabili-ty 
to the indust.rial a.i"ts program a'1d its lov1 cost of maintenance; yet it 
provides for a wide range of activities. 
The content ·of a general metal course would include machine shop, 
bench .m.etal., welding, foundry, wrought iron work and art filetal work. 
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In ea.ch area there are sufficient tools and equipment to de whatever 
jobs the students desire to undertake. In a shop of ·chis kind the rotation 
system. is used. Usually a definite plan fo1~ routing the students is 
determined so that e:xploratory e.:xperience and in.formation result ... 
Electricitz in .~ General ~hop (27, pages 98-100) 
E-lect.ricity is a popular unit in the general sh.op and rightly so. 
Where such shops a.re new or have not yet been started, the questions of 
cost, space and necessary supplies and equipment arise in the 1Id.nds of 
teacher and administrators.. 'l'he following information has been compiled 
from a survey made of 120 western schools: 
Mumher of students taking electricity at one tifile 5 - 25 
Length of bench .feet 6 - 48 
Area of floor spaee 40 - 1000 
Cost o:f new perr.ll.anent equipment 030 - ~200 
Cost of nevi tools $15 - $100 
Cost yearly of new tools and equipment $5 - $50 
Cost or new consumable materials to operate shop ~tl5 - @100 
printing St General ~hop lllethods (10, pages 227-228) 
Modern educators have developed the idea that education is prirllarily 
guidance. As yet, hoivever., no method has been developed ot successfully 
guidLqg a large group of students. The only practical method of instruction 
··. / has been found to be the individual. one. At the South High School., Youngstown, 
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Ohio., the scheme used primarily is a shop manual covering the essential 
steps in the production of printing matter that r.'ti.ght be produ.eed by the 
average class. 'l.he ru.anual is divided into steps like copy writing, design-
ing, typesetting, etc. An important step in the manual is the o. k. step. 
At de.finite points reached in the manual tb.e student rep·orts to the teacher 
f'or approval.. This prevents the student from continuing wit.h the job 
incorrectly •. As each step is completed the number eorres-ponding to the 
step is torn f'rom the manuru. and pasted into his reco1 .. ds. In this way the 
s-tudent ean determine his own progress. 
The greatest advantage in the general shop is the manner in which the 
teacher ~ guide the student along his natural ability. The teacher can 
with little ditfieulty observe the sueeess or .tai:J,ure of the boy and oan 
talk with him., advising him as to the trade, profession, commercial or 
arbisti c line £or which he s!tould prepare as a. lire work. Some .t'olks have 
confused the problem, not realizing that a stuq.ent 1 s interest is not the 
same as his ability. No person needs to limit his field of interest to a. 
part.ieular field, thongh they may have greater suecess if they limit their 
activities to that field in which their particular ability lies. 
The value t-o the student of such a thorollgh diagnosis of his abilities 
in the general shop , supplemented by advice as to his development, is such 
an outstanding advantage financially, physically and educationally that it 
seems the general shop is the .first method of giving work which has real 
guidance value. 
' / 
Part C. Plan_ll.ing of the General Sho2 
•.roward_th~ Ideal General Shop (16, pages 104-106) 
Wr.lle t,he concept of providing many exploratory activities with 
var,i.ed industrial materials and tools within a r.:ingle shop start.ad as 
an econcnv m~asure,· the idea has progressed to a recognized sta,tu.s in the 
field of industrial arts education. 
Considering the rapid changes which have ta.ken place Y1ithin ouz-
indust rlaJ. economy and newer techniques which arc evolving, it is realized 
that a great need for adaptability and versatility rdll be an increasing 
necessity L'l the fut11re. Tone.rd this en.d Finsterback designed an ideal 
general shop. 
~ General Industrial Arts Shog (36, pages 126-128) 
The State 1'.formal School at Brockport,, Netv York, recently finished a 
new plant at a, _cost of more than ~iil,250,000. One part of this new plant is 
the shop department. 'I'he shop consists of seven rooms and is so arra..'lged 
·that the instructor .ruay observe i-10:rkers frora almost a!'&..V position. Students 
work: at, benches along the wall and .race the i1al.l., which. keeps the center 
wall clear. Acoustical installation r.aaterial.s are used to keep noise at 
a minimum. The depa.rtment is practically fire proof. 
Eleven basic units are taught., ranging from the fifth grade to college 
level. The shop is located close to ·the nurse's offic.e to meet any emergency 
in case of accident. 
All the tools are kept in metal cabinets which open on hinges a,l'ld 
wheels. The equipment of each unit is grouped as closely together as 
possible. Electrically lighted cabinets and cases are used to display work 
done in 'the shop. 
'·· / 
Xour Course Has !1 Personality (23, pages 196-198) 
The looation and placement of eqp.ipment are important !actors in 
plannil'l..g a general shop. The aut,hor illustrated two floor plans in this 
article. One plan is rectangular, the other circular. 
! Plan~ the Small General. Shop (20, pages 92-94) 
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A description of a new education plant planned by .students and staff 
members is given by Chris B. Groveman, Professor of Industrial Education, 
School of Engineering, Texas Agr.ieul.tural and Mechanical. College. 
The projeet is noted for its low cost of construction and £eatures 
are the laboratory- or shop area., equipment arrangement,. color scheme, 
illumination and ventilation, student-teaching center and types of eolill'ses. 
! Practicgl. Approac..b_ to Shop .sm.g_ Laboratoey Planning (15, pages S.3-84) 
When anticipating the building of a new general shop or the remodeling 
or an old ba.ild.ing, several steps must be taken into consideration before 
the final arehiteetnral drawings are made. Som.e of the elements to be 
a.scenained are: the kind and amot1nt of .equipment to be used; the placement 
of the equipment; the amoa.nt of floor space .needed so that the students may 
work freely aroll!ld the equipment and the location of an assembly area, 
storage roolJ1S,, tool rooms, and planning eenters. 
Professor Emanuel E. Ericson suggests that a mod.el buildi.ng be ma.de, 
to exaet sea.le with equipment made to the same scale. By arra~ the 
models in various ways an accurate idea of the placem.ent of the equipment:. 
and the amount of noorspace .needed m,q more easily be determined.. Faetors 
to be considered are: funds available; location ot shop with reference to 
other buildings and rooms; outside entrance; provisions for browsing table 
or .reference tal>le; acot1Stieal treatment; loc~tion of office or desk spa.ee; 
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seating area fr):f' th\i':l st.udents; space for storing projects under construction 
and after complirxl:.ion; p:rovlsions for sh:ndng mchibi ts; place for paint.fag 
and finishing; ru.r1.ning i."iater &"id. fac:Uities :tor wasn.ing; ava,ilability of 
compressed till'; C!)lor scheme; bulletin board; maste1° switch for maehines; 
plaee for planning and designing. 
Professor IGricso.n further suggests that this list be expanded to accommodate 
any futu.r•e need., VJ.hen a shop te1:tch-er goe_s to the trouble o:t making a 111odel 
of the shop to be built:, build scale model equipment for the shop., cmd offer 
Sl:lggestions other th.an general information; he will not have any difficulty 
gaining the attention of administrators and th,J2 0 who will be making the 
pla."l.S. 
General ShQ2 Pl;annin.g Cent.er, (44, page 102) 
The planning center may be looked upon as the hu.b arotu1d '!Nhich the 
general shop revolves. The various units of work planned at this center 
keep the wheel of aeti vity progressing at a more rapid speed than in the 
case of t..he shop without a well organized planning unit. 
In order to include all conveniences in a unit., several problems need 
to be solved. The first is the location. This particular shop was loea.ted 
near the e:idt door beea11se the library was close at hand, and from ti.me to 
time students found it n.eces.sary to obt,ain reference books., such as Reader's 
Guide, vs1hich were not available in the shop library. This location placed 
the unit close to the teacher1 s desk and filing cabinets where records 
such as project cards, operation and progress charts., student folders and 
blueprints are filed or displayed. Also, the entire unit is on the opposite 
side of the room from the dust of the woodworking machine. 
The a.mount of space was controlled by the number of books and magazines, 
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end the arnou..,"lt of drawing eq_uip.ment,. The size o.r the tracing unit was 
controlled by the size of frosted plate glass that could he secured at a 
.low price. Sou.:rcea of such glass are old office doors, house doors or show 
cases .. 
Combining the various uni ts into one was accomplished. by eonstrueting 
a. form of white pine 2;t4•s on which the bookshelves and the unit, for 
holding the drawing boards an.d instruments were erected. Panels of five 
ply fir were ttsed as the sides of the drawing eqµipment unit, .for ths doors 
to the storage compartment and fo:t• the top. The plate glass was frosted on 
one side and recessed flush with the top. When finished, the entire unit 
was painted steel grq and trimmed with royal blue. 
A Practical General ,?hop !:Mm.. (33, pages 5~59) 
F,efore the shop planning gets veey far along the courses to he 
t.aught ought to be determined. So.me of the subjects taught in general 
shop are.; auto m.echa.nies, electrlea.1 work, art metal., bench metal,; 
sheet metal, welding, lathe work, forger,, bookbinding, ceramics, radio, 
concrete., drawing., foundry, painting, printing, woodworking, silk screen 
printing., photograph;r, airplane mechanics, wa.tch repair, lapidary, glazing;, 
ho.me mechanics .. 
The author suggested the floor be divided into four sections • di.nee 
tivoodlvorking and metal subjects require more roo.m than ths rest of the su.bjeets 
added allowance should be made for them. Related. su.bjeets are grouped, a.nd 
tools tor each depart..rn.ent a.re to be kept in their respective places and 
painted different colors to avoid mixing. 
I.ndustrif'.J. A1"-t s Egui pment List-Co.mprehen.si ve General Shop (17., pages 204-211) 
l'1a11.y leaders in the field of general shop educatioA are of the ()pin.ion 
that a ,good method of supplying tools or ordering tools for a particular· 
depcl!'t.ment is to h.avo & check list as a guide. The followir1.g lists of tools 
are tho:Se that would be used in the more con1J.'1lOn work areas. 
Basic large equipment,. 
Benches, fotir pupil position. 
Benches., l.9:aA:z::33 high. 
Bench, foundry. 
Bench, sheet-metal stake type, 
Bench, electric or utility. 
Saw, S or 10 in.ch eircul.a:t-. floor model. 
Drill press,. floor model. 
Power gi"inde1"'., pede~rt.al .model. 
Gas or cold forge. 
Pottery kiln. 
Textile looms. 
Screw cutting lathe, ~9 inch., with accessories., 
Wood lathe with accessories .. , 
Jig sa1:1 with stand. 
Band saw floor rnod.~l. 
Printing press with equipment. 
Plarm.ing table 7.2x34x30, linoleum top .. 
Shop stools 20 inches high. 
Clay storage cupboards. 
P.otter's wheel. 
Jointer-., 6 inch. 
Filing case., letter si~e. 
Filing cabinet., five nat drawers over two legal size d1•awers, and base. 
Filing case ca.rd index. 
Air compressor, apraying unit. 




Equipm.ent for metal work. 
Jewelert s saw frames, I+ inch. 
Tin snips, scroll pivoter. 
Wire gi.1.age, u. s. Standard B. and s. 
Soldering lron, 3?16 in. tips .. 
· Bunsen bul•ner. 
Pliers., round. nose, 6 in. 
Pliers., needle nose., (, in. 
Pliers, diagonal. cu.tting, 5 in. 
Ball-peen hara.rner, e oz. 
Chasing tools. 
Background tools. 
Chasing ha.nun.er,_ 1. 1.11. 
Forming ham.mer, 10 oz:. 
Dogwood mallet. 
A.,1:vi.ls, various sizes. 
Hand drill. 
Pin vise, lowel type. 
Crimping blocks. 
Plate molds, wooden 4 in. 
Plate molds, wooden 5 in. 
Plate .molds, wooden f, .in. 
Hand brush. 
Co-uGY'Afl gla.ss di~:rt1'.J fax7} 
Si.viss'""'.pa:ttern files, 5 1/2 in •. 
Croci .. L,; clcd::.h ~ 




Liver and silver. 
BlarJw5 1/2 by· 6 in. 
i;qu.::i.pmerrt, for Or.narwnt.al Iron 
Grinder, j,./2 h.p. (} 2 wheel: guru"'ued stand .. 
ftn"!lace, ccrnbinat.ion. 
Bench arnril, 2 1/2 x 6 x 9 .. 
Floor anvil"' 100 lbs~ 
1tfoo.d anvil base, 16x16x24. 
Cent er pnnch s 
flat fi.lG., 10 ino bastard cut. 
Half round file» lOoin .. bast&erd cut. 
Hali 1~otmd file,. 8 in. bastard cut,. 
Hound file,;) 8 in. bast8.rd eut. 
Fi.le handle13_, 3-6 ,; n. file, 6-10 in. file. 
Half-round file., 6 in. second ctrt. 
::inrmd file:, 6 in. sedond cot. 
Hetalite cloth no~ 100. 
Metalite cloth no. 120. 
Soft coal forge~ 
Iron band, 1/16 x 1/2. 
Iron band, 1/8 x 5/8. 
Iron b.?Yld:, 1/ J, x 1/ 4. 
I li"On h,on,'l "l/1{ v- 3/4 "'" .~ .. ___ U..:.0:..1.to&.$- ~11 .r <..; ~ ~- I - •· 
Pair of rubber glo~res o 
Jeweler sau blades. 
::;hcet Ci:) pper, 36 
Sheet copper, 20 guage. 
i3hcet bre:=Js, 20 
Metal etching mortant. 
Ho11.d1 pulishin'?' compound. 
Bl~ks·, silver; nickle., 16 guage. 
Blacl( asphalt,wn. 
J!'orge, hand blcrwer with cor::1 bin. 
Scroll bender_ 
Machinist, vice, swivel base, 4 in. 
Bending i'o:rk set,. 
Iron workers ha:11nier. 
Bl.3.cksmith hammer, 24 oz. 
Bttl.1-peen !1DE11Iler' a oz. 
Cold chisels,3/8,3/4 . .,1 in. edge. 
Tongs., straight tips., 20 in. 
Tongs, bla.cks,'lrl.th' s cn:r-ved tips, 20 in. 
A,~vil hardie, 17/8 bit. 
Cold cut ham'!ie:r., 1 1/4 in., ·with handle. 
Power blower, three extra caps. 
Soap-stone cra;vons .. 
Rivets, round hoad.1 3/16 x l/2 .. 
Idvets, .flathead, J/16 x 3/S. 
Rivets~ round head5, 1/8 x 1. 
r3teel, tool» 3/S he:n'tgon 'r:1.nadium 
chisol stock. 
Iron,s, black sheet.., hot rolled 22 guage., 26 x. 96 
Angle :u:on., l :K 1 x 1/8 in. 16 ft. long. 
in. 
:, case hEfrdening eoDpound. 
Bronze por;:ider, gold, green, red. 
Steel, tool:, 5/3 .hexa,gon v.sna,:ti.um chisel stock. 
for metal. tu.ming and spinning 
Spinnlng tools 
Speci,'11 sp:t:inin.g toolrest, fit wood LScthe. 
Screw pl1.1te. 
1: handle t::1p v;rrGnch, 1/ 4 in. capacity. 
Drill an,l counter sink, 7/16-5/32 carbon 
steeL 
nom.binati.ou square, 9 in .•. , c.errt,E::," head 
Dr:Lll g:u.sge1 job1::iers. 
I{.;mmri:rs, ball-peen, 16oz and 12 oz. 
·,:;}:1eel d:t~esse:r. 
Crescent wre'.1ches, 6 in. and 8 in. 
Files: 8 in. triangular second cut. 
8 in. squa:ro, second ent. 12 
alumir:mxil. 1Jucut. hall' round, 
in. hand, 
bastard. 
Ball, bearing tail eent;;~r. 
12 in. tap, l. i.".l.. cU r1met. El3'.'. 




Twist Drills, 1/16 to 1./2 
}I,1,ok: st!:t~i f rru11es, ?:,l.acle,rs e 
Oily waste can. 
Scriba!"s. 
L.tonkey w:r.•eneb,, 10 in. 
FiJ.,:.3 hand.lee., 
64ths .. 
dou.blt'; c11t basl~ard. 
10 in. second cut.. 
12 in. fla.t, 
10 in. sr,1oo·th 
cu.t. 
_/ 
Equipment for auto.motive mnintenance. 
Auto atoi.ior, 11sed, 4 or 6 cylinders~ 
Gasoline motor, washer or lawn-mower r:'loto:r•. 
ciodel airplane mot.or, new. 
Stands £or each or the above. 
.Electric port.able drill, 1/ 4 in. capacity. 
Grease gilll., ale.mite. 
Jack, hydraulic bumper lilt .• 
Plimp, tire. 
Him built wrench, .f'o11r way. 
Socket wrenches. 
Spark plu.g wrench. 
i'ire irons, curved. 
. P1·essw•1:1 guage, tir~ heavy duty, 
Thickness guage. 
uiiire b.t'Uah. 
llinging hammer •. 
Magneto files., 2 l/2 in .. bla.de. 
Drain plug wrench, male. 
Drain plug wrench, female .. 
Equipment for foundry,. 




An.to oiler • 
Battery filler. 
~l.'ube t eating tank. 
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Ba.tter,v and starter n1.1t 11renoh. 
Mech1;1.n.i.cs creeper, 18 x 39 1/2. 
Valve grinding e Ol!l.pound. 
Ignition wrenches. 
Valve lifter. 
Valvo gr·inder • 
Hot pa.tch outfit;. 
En,&;ine cleaning brush. 
Vix.on files, l2 in. 
Flat, file holdet'• 
Fender bumping hrunruer. 
General purpose dolly. 
Flask, 9 x 12 .x 4 in. cope and drag type. 
'l'rowel, square 1 1/ 4 in. 1,ide, foundry tool. 
Spoon and gate cutter, J. in. wide foundry tool. 
Lifter, 1/8 x l2 in. foundry tool. 
Taper and leaf, 1 in .. wide foundry tool. 
Rammer, 3 1/2 x 14 in. mH.ple wood. 
Ladel, bottom pour with sleeve, :ttowell 6. 
Laciel, bottom pour 1,1;it,h sleeve, Rowell 5. 
Sprue cutter, 5/8 x 10 in. 
SmalJ. rubber sponge, 4 oz .. 
Molders bellows, 8 in. 
Riddle, 16 mesh., 18 in. dia. 
l'i1elting ladle., 3 in.. bowl. 
Safety goggles. 
FoundI7 leggings, fire resistant., duck-spring grip. 
Asbestos gloves, gaW1tlet type. 
Foundry bench. · 
Equipment for sheet metal. 
Hand brake. 
Tinner's set.ting hamLier, 12 oz. 
Tinner's riveting .hammer, 12 oz. 
Tinner• s wallet, wood. 
steel rule, 12 in. 
steel squm·e, 12 in. body, 8 in. tongue. 
Revolving stake holder. 
Square stake. 
Needle case stake. 
Marking gu.age. 
Hand groover, 7/32 in. 
•rin snips, 2 1/2 in .. 
EP..d cutting Nippers. 
Prick punch. 
Thin, straight-nosed pliers. 




Soldering coppers handles. 
Rivet set. no. 1, .2;i 3. 
Solid ptmch., no. 6, 7, 8;1 9, 10 .• 
Wing dividers, 10 in. length. 
Compound lever sh.ear, 7 in .. 
Tinne:r1 s cirewnf'erence rule. 
Hollor11 punch, Pexte., 3/8 in. cli.a. 
Uollow punch, Pexte, 1 in. dia. 
liandy seair.er. 
Breakh.orn stake .. 
Creasing stake., 
Equipment tor plumbing. 
Water closet flush tank:. 
C.ompressor f a.ucet, plain 1/2 ina. 
Fuller faucet, plain 1/2 in. 
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Pipe dies, rachet. type, 18, 1/4, 3/8, 1/2, 3i4, and 1 in .. 
Vice, pipe, no. 2. 
W:re.neh, pipe, 8 i,f~, 14 in .. · 
Wrench, mo.nkey, 15 in .. 
Bibb reseater. 
Brass hose couplings, 5/S in. 
Br.ass hos a . clrunps, 5/8 in. 
Equipment for eleetrieity .• 
Motor, 1/4 h ... p. propulsion, induction llO volts. 
Auto generator , d.e., 6-14 volts •. 
Auto storage battery, 6 volts .. 
Battery charger, three cell tungar type, 5 amp •. deli~re:ry, 
Bell transform.er, 4-24 volts, signal typ~ 100 TJ. A. 





Electric train set. 
Bells. 
Busse .. ·s. 
Heater units, serew type .. 
Gryst aJ. Radio set. 
Keylecas sockets. 
Pull chain sockets. 
Weather proof soekets. 
lnsu.lat ed socke<i;-porcelain pU.11 
Ammeter d.c. 
Ammeter d-. c. 
chain .. 
Standard electrie reflector heater. 
Jilectrie door opener:> magnet type., 
Plating bt!,th. 
Push buttons .• 
Toy motors. 
Electric clock. 
Fluorescent lamo. ,, 




Electric eye set. 
it. C. radio. 
Auto headlights. 
Auto voltage regulator. 
Auto fuse block. 




Voltmeter a. o .. 
Voltmeter d.e .. 
St,anda.rd elact.1"ic iron. 
__ :L,eti•ic f"&1, 8 in._ 
Series chriet,mae tree lights. 
Parall~l tn:dstmas t.ree lights .• 
Auto horn, magnetic. 
Auto horn, 11t()tor type. 
High voltage induction type cell. 
Battery hydrom.eter. 
Battery knife switch, single pole 
Roll splieing eor:apound.. 
__ j 
Dry cells. 
Wire, plain magnet no. 22 enamel. 
Miniature light bulbs, (flash light typ.e) 
Fahnestock clips. 
Equipment for ceramics. 
Potter• s kiclc wheel. 
Electric kiln. 
Clay storage eu.pboard. 
Metal sieve, 120 mesh, g in.. dia. 
Metal .sieve, 80 mesh., 8 in. dia.. 
Mortar and pestle, 16 oz'! Wedgewood. 
Crocks., 2 gal .. glazed, inside and out. 
Jars, 1/2 pt. glass, pressure type cover. 
Coils of annunciator wire. 
Fuse plugs. 
Paral.lel lar11p cord no. 18. 




Modeling bats to fit 6 in. bench whirler. 
General storage cupboard, 18 x 36 x 38 high. 
Cam.e.l hair brushes. 
Modeling tool nos. 4, 5, 91. 12. 
Rinishing rubber. 
Elephant ear sponge. 




Knives, mold makers. 
Spatula. 
Kiln wash. 
Pycometer, cones nos. 04, o;, 06, 12 .• 
Clay, bu.ff, red, terracotta, in tubes. 
Plaster -or paris. 
Grog .. 
Saddle stilts. 
Double pointed stilts. 
Separator. 
1 set majolica glazed samples. 
Grylby glued smmpl.es. 
l lb. ea-ch of white, blue, chocolate brown, sal.m.on, chi.nese yellow majolica 
glazes. 
l lb. each of the low fire glazes 012, black, grey, turquoise, dark green, 
scarlet. 
Equipment for woodwork. 
Jack Planes. 
Nail hammers, 13 oz. , 16 oz. 
Wing dividers,. 10 in. 




Try sqmre, 6 in. 
Marking guages. 
Handsaws, · crosscuts, 26 in., 10 point. 
Handsaws, rlp cut, 26 in., 6 point. 
Brace, 10 in. 
Augur bits, 13 bits. 1/4 - 1 in. 
Augur bit gu.age. 
Expansion bit. 
vfood chisels, 1 set. 
Mall et.s, wood. 
Wood scraper. 
Rasp, half round l2 in. 
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Counter sinks., rose.head 5/8. 
Draw knife. 
Spokeshave no. 51, 55 
Files, half round cabinet, 12 in. 
Nail sets, assorted. 
Screw drivers, 4 in., 6 in., 8 in. 
Serew driver bit 5/16, 3/8,1/2 in. 
I 4 bar clamps, 4 ft .• 
C clamps 6 in. 




Sleytl knit e. 
l set of wood tW'ning tools. 
Shrink rule, boxv,aod. 
Calipers, firm joint. 
&J.le, push-pull, flexible. 
Mitre box and saw. 
Carving tool, slip stone. 
Carborundum: slip stone, .medium grit. 
Saw set. 
~clamp. 
Saw files • 
Level, 26 in. 
Counter dusters, 9 in. 
Augur bit files. 
Oilers. 
Putty knife. 
. Do;wel jig. 
Hand drill. 
Carving tools. 
Bench :rule; 12.in. steel.. 
Bench rule, 24 in. 
C clamps., 4 in. 





. / Much of the equipment listed may be used on different types 0£ 
metal so this equipment is listed only once. 
In making up a shop list., especial.J..y for the purpose of checking 
equipment, the alphabetical arrangement may be used., or a grouping 
a.c·eordi."lg to t.he wdt in which it wi.ll be used. 
It. would be almost impossible to list all .materials and equipment 
that might be u.sed. in various shops, and a check list should leave room 
for ~ansion. 
Part D. 'l'estip.g, Guidance and Safety in the General Shop 
Testi.gg !a the General Shop {35, pages 62-63) 
..,. 
Since the general shop is or should be the first stepping stone in a 
student• s vocational. or technical planned course, it is very important that 
"· / he get .singularly well. informed about tools and materials as early a.s. 
possible. 
~ ... ) 
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1n order to achieve this objective tests such as true-false., completion, 
.multiple choiee a.'1d matching are used.. After the tests have been given the 
students exchange papers. The instructor .reads the questions O'J. .. each 
student reads one, gives the correct answer a..'1d also e:xplai..ns just what each 
term means so that the class may see and ·understand clearly ju.st how this 
related information applies to their shop work. The attention that students 
give while these test questions are explained is very grat.i.fying. 
Tests are g:i.ven. early in. the course. About. the middle of the sem.ester 
the same tests are give.ti a.gain. This time grades are recorded in the 
class book. 'i'he following percentages have b-aen found to work out 
satisfactorily: A, 90-100; B., 80-90; c .. 60-75; D, 45-55; F, under 45. 
The purposes of the test are: 
l. To find out how much the students know in order that the instructor 
may- know how to teach them. 
2. ·ro provide student record sheets f.or all classes as a sou.roe from 
which a special class could be organized. 
3. To eheek the instructor. It' a. large number of pupils fail the test 
it might be an indication that- the instructor: had fallen down on the 
jQb. 
4. 'l'o determine pupils marks. A val.id and comprehensive te~t should be 
a very good measure for pupils' marks. 
5. To compare the results obtained from one class with the results o.f' 
similar classes in the same or other schools. 
6. To motivate pupil effort. 
Test .lg£ .Yu!. General Shop (6., pages 63-69) 
In an industrial background test embracing textiles, electricity., 





machine shop pi"actico and sheet metal work., 100 statem.ents were given, so.me 
true., so.Ille fulse. One per eent vrn.s deducted. .for each statement. answe1·~ 
incorrectly. 
Exam.ples of statem~nt s under textiles indust17; 
1. .Most of tho textile industries are in Ohio and Pennsylvania. 
2, l.:lost of the workers in the textile indu.stry a.re classed as 
unskilled employees • 
.3. The four principal fibers used in the Hi.i'li.1utacture or textilEis 
a.re cotton., .f'la.:x.., wool and silk. 
~les of the statements under electrical industry: 
4. 'fhere is a l.:irge and gr,owi.ng demand for elect;rical vaorkers. 
5. A knowledge of mechanical drawing and praetieal mathematics is 
of help ·to the inside wireosn. 
Exmnples o:t statem,an.ts under pottery: 
6. Gla.ze on porcelain appears to be entirely distinct .from the body. 
7. Clay slip is used to fasten ha:.x.dles, knobs and appendages. 
~plea of stateme.'1ts c.nder fru:niture and cabinet.making: 
8. Todci3 m.achiaer3 is the predominating feature in !u.miture making. 
9. I:Jost or the work _do."le in a. .tactor;r may be classed as skilled labor. 
General Shop Prognostic Test (24., pages 168-170) 
Sect,ion I. 
Directions: Pla.ce eirele around correct answer. 
l. Is a claw hammer a comon tool in metalwork? 
2. A working drawing may consist of 1, 2, 3 or even 
more views. 








6. A jach.-:pla.ne is a large .ma.chine power planer .. yes 110 
8.. On a woodtiorldng chisel ·the level is on both sides.. yes no 
13:. To aru1"7al copper, it must be heated. 
21. Snips are used for cut,t:L.'1g oheet met.al .. 
27. Electricity ma:; be 1woduced by :ruffing one obj ec.t 
on another. 
29. J:fo. 28 magnet wire is smaller than no. 20. 







Direm:.ioA: Complete each or the following statements with only one of 
th~ nW'.lbered expressions. 
36. The storage battery in the avc1"age autoi;;.obile d~li irers current at a 
(a) 4 volts, (b) 3 volts, (c) 6 volts, (d) 10 volts. 
38. Gasoline is rJ.i."'Ced ~iith air in the • --- (a) cylinder block, (b) tank, 
( e) carbu-.eeter·, ( d) tl"ansmis sion. 
41~ 'l'he po .. er devoloped by the 0:.itplocling gasoline is transmitted to the 
crankshaft by t.he ___ • (a) tan, (b) pistons., (c) g~nerator, 
(d) transmission~ 
Section !IL. 
Directions: In tb.e blank space wr:i.te the letter cf the word related to the 
word in the numbered column. 
42,.. First aid a. typewriter 
43. Open grain wood b. Johnsons 
,., paste .filler . .,.. J.4., Shellac 
45 •. Underwood d. alcohol 
Ih.2. General Shop as .e. Junior High School Activity. (29:, pages 171-173) 
Perhaps one oi the greatest values that ean be attributed to the general 
'. __ J shop is the part that it plays in guidance. One o:f the i'irst problems a 
._j 
. ____ / 
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st.udeut o;f the general shop has to solve is the ma.king oi' a choice of the 
work h3 wants to d-o. Boys and girl<'> are interes·t,Qd in t.heir vocatio,:'l.s even 
at this early age. The guidal'lce values resulting from the general shop more 
closely fulfill the aim.s of general education than e.ny other type 0£ shop. 
The obj.actives of the general ::,hop progrrua are as follows: 
Exploration and gllid.a."lce. 
Retention of pur.;ils. 
Economy of tlme. 
Recognition .. 
Provide better teaching .. 
Speci.cl. provi.sions for adolescent pupi.ls. 
Better articulation irith high school 'Nork. 
AdVEi!ltages of the general shop are many-. One advantage is that it 
orr~rc explorator-.r ex:peri~mces. 'l'hs student com.es in contact with many 
di.ffen,m.t kinds of tools., materials.,_ and pI·ocesscs., ood has the oppcrtw-.J.ty 
of t17in,g h:is hand at the manipulation of tools and rriachines. He has a. 
chance t,o try· hie skill and abilities at tJ:rnse jobs tirnt ar~ of special 
interest to him. This places him in .9. better position to make a choice 
con.eer:r:.ing ·che type o:f iwrk: he nould most like to do. 
It is good if the individual student £eels that he is o.n active pru-:t, 
of the educational process. This !!lf13' be aceo!!lplished by permitting the pupil 
to choose part of all of his projects. The teacher., if skillful., r:iay direct 
the student to choose something :tor which there is a real need. Students 
are sometimes directed to investigate the needs of rep,:3.irs a.round the home. 
This u.sually irwlu.des projects or repairs which n:tay ba b:-ought to sehool. 
The General Shop ~ 3! Junior High School Activity (30, pages 266-267) 
There should be e.xerei.ses to gi. ve praetiee in the principles and their 
application. As an illustration, the mortise-and-tenon joint in woodworking 
'. __ _/ 
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is one phase. The joint ca.'1. be taught by having the student make such 
joints out of scrap wood nwrely as exercise until he has acquired the 
necessary skill .. 
In doing a p1~0 j ect the studen.t ts ir1media.te aim is the finished. 
. project. The interest is increased as the project cor,ies nearer to comple-
tion. That interest in seeing the finished project does away with the 
drudgery of the process,. 
The production method gives the pupil an idea of how the rvo::rk of a 
trade is carried on under trade conditions and is theref'ore more 
exploratory. As to the interest, it is safe to sey it would be high so 
long as the idea of a plej' .factory has its appeal. 
The General Sho:e rut .1! Junior High School Activity (31, pages 207-208) 
The teacher :for general shop should have unlimited resou.reefulness, 
initiative and enthusiasm. He must have broad mechanical training, with 
ability to acquire more in any field as the occasion demands. 
Guida.nee Values of Vocational. Information and Exploratory: Activities (39, pages 
325-327) 
The aims of the general shop program in relation to guidance are: 
vocational interests., vocational aptitudes and abilities, and the student ts 
physical fitness for a pa.rtieular vocation. 
It is essential that potential abilities and interests be guided into 
the proper channels. Properly used they .mean economic efficiency; improperly 
used they mean wasted talents. 
Another aira is to provide vocational inf or.mation. 'l'his may be 
accomplished in two ways: First, by gi Vi.n.g to the stud en ts first hand 
inform.at.ion concerning the e.xisting conditions or factory life and the require-
l!lents that students must meet i..n order to enter industry; and second., by 
) 
' ) 
providing exploratory activities so that the student may guin fi:rst hand 
knowledge pertaining to the viJl'ious occupations. These may be supplan.ented 
by visitEJ to different industries and shops and by having visiting guest 
speakers from the various occupations. 
Certain personal quti.lifications that have vocational signi.fica."lce 
should be noted: manipulative and .muscular control, mental ability., 
patience and aeeuracy, visualization, ability to present opinions, leader-
ship and artistic talent. 
The value of e:xplorato!"'J activities lies in the fact that they 
reveal aptitudes and talents. Exploratory a.-otivities, if they are -to serve 
best., must be set up in the school vocational environ.:r;'\rrt,. This may be 
obtained in part by orga..rlizing related occupations into groups and off'er-
ing the instruction accordingzy. 
All teachers are counselors and should have information about the 
occupations related to their special subjects. Teachers of occupations and 
exploratory activities should possess a."1. extended range of vocational 
information and understand the technique of using it to the advantage of 
the students. 
!}eneraJ. ShoQ Safetz Instruction (12., pages 21-23) 
One teacher used ror his slogan., 11I am to return the boy to his 
parents in a better condition physically a.rid mentally tha..n he was submitted. 
to me. 11 This teacher made it a practice to give one hou.r at the beginning 
of each semester to the instruction of shop safety, then emphasize ._~.:i re-
e14phasize safety ea.ch time there was an opportunity. 
The instructor ought frequently to call the students attention t,o the 
dangers of the shop. Care ought to be exercised ·with the handling and 
' / 
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placing of sharp edged tools. 
On entering the shop students should rerno.vc coats, :oll up sleeves 
and remov·~ necktie. An apron, tied in back is -vmrn. Students should be 
cautioned never to run in the shop and should be intx·oduced to each 
machine with its dangers an.d hazards pointed out. If the student is a.11vare 
of the dangers many of the accidents can be avoided. 
Sa,fe!,.,y: i~! ~ School Shop (46, pages 3S4-385) 
ln 01·der to bring about a more ,,orkrnanlike attitude amcong t,he shop 
students, and to have ·!;hem appreciate the tools,, rnateritls, equip1:1ent and 
opportunities that are given to you in the shop., ·t,eachers ask students to 
subscribe to the following rules and regulations governing tho shop. Al-
most all of the accidents are avoidable. 
1.. 1Uwa.ys assu.1J1e a workman like atti.t11de in the shop. 
2. Always treat all rvires as li,re wires, until your instructor oi· yon have 
made sure they are dead,. 
3. Have all your circuits checked before you thrm1 in a feed snitch. 
Remember that an a.c. meter .may be wrecked on d.c. ctu"rEmt. 
4. Do not, use brokecn t.ools or equipment as they may cause dnm.age to 
yourself or fellow workmen. 
5. Follow the electric code as strictly as possible, re,membering th,!it 
serious accidents may i·esult othn-wise. 
6. Do not attempt any circuit 01 .. hookup unfamiliar tt, you unless gi1ren 
permission to do so. 
7. Attend strictly to your own work. 
a. Remember that eqµipment has been loaned to :rou., and tha.t you are 
e:xpeeted to return it in good condition. 
9. tfore than one boy working at a lathe, grinder or drill press at, t.he 
) 
sm11e time creates a hazardous situation and will not be allowed. 
10. Jeme1::1"ber to fasten all 1i'Jork securely in. ths 1rise, or press table., 
before stat•ting the drill. 
11. Do not use the grinder without per1:lission. 
12. li"ollow your instructors advice as to the proper use of all the sharp 
edged tools such as kn,iv-es., chisels and plane irons. 
13. Use care in handling dry cells and storage batteries, acid burns may 
prove harmful to ,1011 and your clothin.3. 
A small card. could be .rr,ade fo:r the students t.o sign., stating they had 
read t,he shop :rules and wo'.lld abide by the.m. 
Safety in the School Shop (21, pages 12.5-126) 
The old slogan goes 11A.'l ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cur&. 11 
It may be old and homely., b11.t it con:tains good sound logic and truth. 
£lever be.fore has there existed an age where precaut,ion was so urgent as 
today in this highly .mechanized era. The shop can be a very hazardous: 
place if the proper precautions al"e not ta.ken. Accor-ding to the m.,_tiomtl 
Safety Council, the indications of the sharp rise in accidents beginning 
at the seventh grades th;i:·ough high sc.hoo), where va1'ied. activities are 
offered, shows that the gymnasium. and the shops are two of the danger points. 
Twenty per cent, of the accidents in schools a.re attributed to the ehops. 
Safety practices a1?e: 
The aisles should always be kept clear. 
E.veryone should know where the fire extinguishers a:re J.ocated. 
Oily wast.e shou.ld not, be permitted to accumulai:.e. 
Materials should not be piled too high, there is dan.ge1" of i'alJ.:i..ug. 
Goggles should aJ:ways be worn f~hen there is a danger to the eyes. 
All accidents or injuries should. be taken. car·e oi' at th0 inf in,:m,r:y i.t1lined.ll::ctely. 
A ea.!'eful study- of the hi,g1:,ozy m1d Mit9lopi;1.mt 0£ inmi.strial arts 
indicates that the generru.. shop is rapi(Uy hacom:i.ng an important pha.:::;e 
of the shop p:rograrri. 'fhe general s.'1op idea has developed pri!~tar!ly 
sinee 1::orld War r. Umfoubtcdly it is beat suited to the junior high. 
school level and is being taught all over the United States on that 
level because of its .flexibilit,7 and ooq,lorato17 nat.ure. 
The general shop is a shop equip9ed to teach fil.i):re thoo one subject 
at the sane time under on.e teacher. Its chief purpose .is to provio.e 
e.:xploratoey e~erienees and industrial information. 
The content, of general shop is representative of _modem indust..r:y. 
Comaon types of' genersl shop subjects are plastics, ceranics" leather:: 
electricity, omar.i.ental i!'on and woo&vor!dng. Courses oi' study depend 
upon the grade level, type of school and the objectives of courses 
being offered. 
,..__ There are m,ny advantaees in the general shop. It is easily atdapted 
to the industrial arts curricullllil., permits more individual freedom i.11 
regard to interests and. capacities,. enables students to discover their 
ahilities, and is an ~conom.ical way to furnish ezperienee in man;/ fields. 
It makes possible an adequate industrial arts progran ±'or a aI:li!:lll seh.'Jol, 
stim.ulat.es the planning or a well organized shop and increases the 
teaeher's effieieney. 
General shop gi.ves students a wide ra.r:i:ge of ~eriences VJtd a chance 
to try their skil.ls i11 ma.l'l,ipulating tools and materials. Deco.use of' the 
wide variation of interests and ,capacities of students, the general sho::i 
I 
is more apt to meet the needs of students who wot1ld otherwise receive 
no shop e;xperienees. 
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In planning the general shop., certain reqltlrem.ents mst be taken into 
consideration. The pbysical t eatures should provide space £or a. planning 
room, proper storage of tools and materials, and placing of boJ.ky equip-
ment. Attention should be given to use of tlo,or space, ventilation., 
and fire and aeeident prevention. The lighting should be adequate on dull 
days.. Artiticial lighting should be provided to supplement natttral light 
and t.o furnish illumination for night time activities. 
Tb.e methods employed in teaching general. shop are ma.ch the same as those 
used in other teaching f'ields. Individual and group instruction, demonstra.-
tions., projects, texts., rei"erence materials, visits by professional people, 
tests, moving pictures and slides, charts, class excursions., individual 
inst.ruction sheet.a, information sheets, assignment sheets and job sheets 
~ all be used. 
Almost any- of the conventional. type of tests may be used., lnt the 
objective type of test is recommended, either standardized or informal.. 
Informal tests mu.st strive for validity., reliability, objectivity, flex-
ibility and ease or scoring. 
The training o.f the general shop teacher should be broad. Be should 
be prepared to conduct courses which embody rich opportunities for explor-
ation and guidance. This demands that he must have a broad knowledge of 
various indu.stries and the opportunities they offer. He must be skilled 
in his pro.Cession in order to be ei'fieient. The teacher should be trained 
in psychology, principl.es of education., history and philosophy or education, 
and curriculum. construction for both junior high and senior high school. 
Not only is it important that the teacher be well trained at the· outset of 
his teaching career, but it is also important that he take advantage of every 
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NAMES REFERRING TO 1HE GENERAL SHOP 
'. _ _,/ 
;" 
Arts and Crafts Shop 
Arts and Industry Laboratory-
Comm.unity Uepair Shop 
Composite shop 





General Indu:strial Arts 
General Industrial, Arts Laboratory 
General Mechanics 
General Metal. Shop 
Graphic Arts 







Industrial. Arts Laboratory 
Industrial Mechanics 
( _,; Laboratory .gf Industry 










Several Purpose Shop 
The Community Shop 
The Creative Shop 
The Industrial Laboratory 
Vocational Arts 
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